FOCUS by Burke (Editor), Larry

10 Prove Give 110%, ...... 
Stiel, 
Here's what we did. We called in me 
Candid Camera crew to catch our employees 
in the act. 
Pretending to be customers (and using 
props like an eight.foot ostrich) the Candid 
Camera team was able to capture on video-
tape the results of over five years of studying 
and ttaining our folks have been going 
through. Tellers, loan officers, new accounts 
people. They all answered tough questions, 
handled oddball requests, and remained 
remarkably patient and friendly through it 
all. Never knOwing they were being filmed. 
Yes, it all made for sornt:: very fun and 
funny TV commercials. But also very reveal· 
ing. They prove what we already knew. Our 
employees are better tIained to give you better 
service. Above and FIrst 
beyond the call. Secunt,. 
In other words, k:::6 
110%. Should you Ban 
settlefor any less? Currently Giving 11O'-t. 
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Board approves 
3 new degrees 
Boise State has added three mor!' 
degrees to the selection it can offer 
students. Approved by the State Board of 
Education in June, the new degrees in-
clude an associate of applied science pro-
gram in manufacturing technology and 
bachelor's and master's degrees in inlcr~ 
disciplinary studies. 
Administered by the School of Voca-
tional Technical Education, the two-year 
program in manufacturing technology will 
prepare students for work in manufactur-
ing firms. 
A major emphasis will be in quality con-
lrol procedures, an area where many small 
companies can use more expertise, say.~ 
BSU Executive Vice President Larry 
Selland. 
In addition, the program will focus on 
thc operation and maintenance of 
manufacturing equipment as well as 
management of the entire manufacturing 
process. 
The two degrees in interdisciplinary 
slUdies will allow students to design their 
own programs from a mi.'\; of courses in-
corporating different colleges or academic 
The result will be degrees tailored to a 
student's particular interests or career 
goals, explains Selland. 
SlUdents will be given enough flexibil-
ity to prepare for very specializcd careers 
not offered through more general majors. 
For example, through the interdif>ciplinary 
studies roule students can prepare for 
careers in fine artf> management, en-
\-ironmental studies or health administra-
tion, all fields that BSU currently does not 
offer through degrees. 
Students will not be allowed to pick a 
smorgasbord of courses and earn a degree, 
Selland cautions. Rather, swdenls will 
present a carefully prepared curriculum 
for approval by a faculty committee. 
Selland estimates that 100 swdenls will 
enroll in the undergraduate program and 
another 25 in the master's. lJ 
About this issue 
l.cK:aIed in a §lale wilb an abundan 
of natural raoom:s. il is inevitable tha 
BoiJe Stallt play an important role i 
the debtUIt over the we - and abuse 
- of lhOSf' resourtts. In this issue, 
FOCUS features $Cveral BSU re~eardl 
projects that examine man's relation 
ship 10 his natural surroundings. 
East plays West 
Bet~ they I*yed ball, Ihey IuncMIII • 801M ...... BSU hOsted th. Olympic 
baseblill t.am. h-Om tM U.S. Md T .......... 1hey pa.y.d lhe Ilrst g.me inlheir 
nanonal .xhlblttoh ....... Above ............ Un Ch-.H.lang, Taiwan, and 
Marti. Marquess. U.S. Ch~ Scheer photo 
University receives $1 million 
After several years of working for other 
people, R. J. and Oressa McCaslin de-
cided in 1938 to start their own lumber 
business. Until 1975 they carefully built a 
series of successful lumberyards in Idaho, 
Nevada, Orcgon and Colorado. 
Today, students at Boise State Univer-
sity are benefiting from that success. 
The "kCaslin estate has bequeathed 
almost $1 million to BSU, which will be 
invested, with the interest used to fund 
graduate assistantships for students in the 
College of Arts & Sciences studying 
geology, raplOr biology, English and 
geophysics. 
The gift is the largest ever given to BSU 
for scholarships. 
"The generosity of these two outstand-
ing citizens will benefit generations of 
deserving students," says BSU Prcf>idcnt 
John Keiser. "The McCaslin assistant· 
ships will honor their achievcments 
forever." 
Roy McCaslin, who died in 1979, was 
active in many Boise civic organizations, 
including the BSU Foundation and the 
Bronco Athletic Association. He was on 
the board of directors for Idaho First Na-
tional Bank for 25 years. 
Ores sa McCaslin, a graduate of 
Southcrn Methodist, was a teacher prior 
to her marriage in 1928. She died in 
1987. 0 
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Technical 
Pursuit 
By Larry BUik.:: 
The game has begun in earnest. 
The players are familiAr. Got'. Cecil Andrus. BSU President 
John Keiser. Boise's high technology companies. the Siate 
Board Qf Education, and the University of Idaho. 
Tille objecti'te is important. Providing educational sctvices 
to the Treasure Valley's high technology companies, a fmile 
market that is key to the state's plans for economic 
development. 
The playing pieces are controymial. A new College of 
Technology and technical building at Boise State. 
This is no ordinary game, It has ruics, but exceptions are 
allowed for expediency, The playing field is even, but rough 
spoh are common. There are referees, btlt they often turn into 
players. And players compete. but also cooperate. 
Tbe game begins. It is nearly 10 years ago. Keiser analyzes 
his new territory and immediately sees a "techuology gap" in 
educational services provided by tbe university, 
One solution is to foclls BSU's efforts by establishing a high 
profile unit - a College of Technology, From this base, new 
programs can be added. research conducted and cooperative 
ventures with industry supported. 
Enler the Stab~ Board or Educatiolt. The proposal draws a 
cautious reaction from the State Board when members first hear 
it in 1984. Soon after that, Keiser begins to lay the ground~ 
work for eventual approval. Companies are interviewed and 
surveyed to determine their educational needs. The organi1.a~ 
tiona! structnre of the college is refined. Community support 
is organized. New programs are planned. 
The most obvious noo;i, sa)' local companies, is for more 
engineering courses in Boise. BSU's franchise ()(\ty extends to 
sopbomore-level courses. 
Entfl'tbe Univtrsit)' 6f Idaho. VI courses begin in Boise iu 
the faU of 1987, but the UI remains nervous about BSU's pro. 
posed college and its long.range potential for delivering 
technical education, BSU wants to include the t;l courses in 
a new technical building. Overt turf war does not break out, 
but there are occa~ional sk.irmishes, 
Eater more players. Suddenly. tbe game takes on a new 
dimension. New players get involved in ~he winter of 1988. 
• 
prow 
? 
BolSf'obased Micron Technology, one of the country's largest 
computer chip manufacturers. says it is expanding its work 
force, but will locate its new plant in a state where access to 
engineering and technology programs is better, 
The govern.or eaten Uw game. Anxious to keep one of 
Idll.bu's few home--grown high tech companies in Boise, Andrus 
is aggressive and outspoken alxlut his support for educational 
programs that could meet Micron's needs. Discretely, he works 
with BSU and the BSU Foundatioo to arrange a lea.s~purchas.e 
agreement and land exchange so the foundation ean build a 
structure for lease to BSU, The move eventually gets caught 
in political crossfire as RepUblicans, most notably Speaker of 
the HQuse Tom Boyd, who represents the district that includes 
the University of Idaho, criticize Andrus for oonducting 
bnsiness in secret without consultmg the Legislatote, 
Micron agrees to stay, and the governor insists that the col~ 
lege and building are important reasons why. 
The game continues. Meanwhile. the State Board is ready 
to act on BSU's proposal {O establish the College of 
Technology, Agreements: are reached with the University of 
Idaho regarding who offers how much engineering and where. 
Ra:ogruzing the need for the college in Jdaho's overall economic 
development scheme, the board approves the unit in June with 
one disseming vote: J. Ray Cox of Coeur d'Alene. 
Tbe game is not over, thougb. BSU has a college and wm 
hire a dean hy next July, But BSU still needs a building to house 
new programs and research labs. 
Enter tIH! est:" Foundation. Because funding through tradi-
tional state channels Wlll t<lke too long, lbe BSUF .agrees to con-
struct a building on the land acqtrired through the trade. The 
building will ~ leased to the university fot 10 year5-, then 
donated outrighl. The land swap attracts a swarm of reporters 
and politici<lDS because it W<lS arranged by a Deroocratic gover-
nor for a university in Boise, Some feel threatened by BSU's 
entry into technical programs; others are upset over procedures. 
But the swap is approved by the State Land Board. 
Re-enter the State Board of Education. The BSUF lease-
purchase arrangement still hasn't received t~ ofrical blessing 
of the State Boord, which needs to approve the terms of the 
lease, including an estimated S500,OOO annual payment the 
university will make to the BSUf. The board will consider the 
issue at its September meetmg, If approved. the BSUF will im-
mediately begin constructioo. 
ls the game overt Not yet. BSU has its CoUege of Techoology 
and will probably reoetve permission for a technology building 
this falL The search for a new dean begins in a fe\+ months, 
But the objective ~ providing technical education to the region 
- has not yet been reached. 
The game continues. 0 
Boise State's College of Technology, wmch was approved 
by the State Board of Education in June, is a response to the 
technical education and training needs in the region, says BSU 
Executive Vice Pmidcnt Larry Selland. 
It is the first college to be established at 8SU slru.:e the 0,1· 
lege of Health Science was started in 1972. 
<lIn Order to help fdaho a;.::hieve a growing economy, we need 
to provide the tools and structure necessary for engineering and 
technical education in this region, This unit will focus our 
resources- to create a better educational environment for in-
dustry." Selland explains. 
In addition to thc educational programs. the coUcge will in-
l,-iease BSU's involvement in applied research. technical 
assistance to busines ... as weJl as incubator activities to help 
companies develop new products-. 
The colkje wIll include existing programs in v(X;ationaJ 
technical education. construction management. prc-
engineering, and applied science_ :J 
th,.,. Sc"'" Illustration 
Technology building In the works 
If the SUte Board of Education approvee the concept In 
September, Bol .. State will enter Into a partnetahlp with the B8U 
Foundation to ¢OrIttruct a new technolOgy buPdlng thet will hoUMI 
a milt Of academfc end technical progfJIlftt as wetl Ul'Ullan:h and 
bualn •• , IncubalO'r laclllt~., located 10 the reaidentl. 
~ actOM UnMtreIly Drive from tn. c:ummt Vot4tionaf 
T~ School, the 50~ ft)ot tacmty VlUI QOSt $Smimon. 
The BSUF. which wfH ftnlltlC4) and coolltrUd the buikImg. wlH lena 
It to the unM!ntty for ~matllty $500,000 annually vntfl the 
BSVF mortgage .. paid. If eonattuctioo beglnt ttU fell. the buikHng 
iI: .chedul8d for .... by the raIl 011889, 
7 
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TEMPORARY SERVICES 
345-3051 
Dear Editor: 
I read with great interest your article 
entitled "Territorial Instincts" in the 
spring issue of FOCUS. It disturbs me to 
know such a great state is in such turmoil 
over territory. Not being a native of 
Idaho, I may be construed as speaking out 
of place; however, I was fortunate enough 
to live in Boise for nine years, graduating 
from a local high school and Boise State 
University. I have also had the oppor-
tunity to travel extensively throughout the 
United States. Based on these facts. I must 
admit that Idaho is my choice of perma-
nent residence. 
I can understand how the geographical 
layout of the state would seem to lead to 
some alienation, especially for the 
northern reaches. But in my mind, each 
corner of Idaho has so much to offer, and 
this is the real problem. All residents are 
convinced that the sun shines brightest on 
their individual territories. 
This attitude may be easily understood 
by those who have never ventured out of 
Idaho much fanher than Spokane or Salt 
Lake City. For those of us removed from 
the vastness of public lands, rocky moun-
tains, perpetual blue skies, bottomless 
PREMIUM QUALITY 
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• CHEESE FACTORY 
Gift Shop and Deli 
Try Us For Your Party Trays, 
Cheese Trays and Sandwiches 
Take Exit 38, off 1-84 
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and select line of low fat 
and low sodium cheeses. 
8 a.m. to 7 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 
Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday 
P.O. Box 280 
Nampa, lD 83653-0280 
BOISE - (208) 345-0210 
NAMPA - (208) 467·4426 
Premium Quality The Old Fashioned Way 
lakes and four distinct seasons, these feel-
ings of interstate conflict seem petty. 
Two old sayings come to mind con-
cerning this issue: You don't realize what 
you have until it's gone; and the grass is 
always greener ... etc. Based on my ex-
perience, the grass is greener, but over the 
entire state, not just in one comer. I can't 
wait to get home. 
Jim Hudson 
Valdosta, Ga. 
FOCUS invUes readers to submit letten to 
tbe editor. Letten may be edited to fit 
available space. Please mail corres-
pondence to FOCUS Editor, 1'10 URiver-
-sity Drive, Boise, In 83725. 
3 profs visit Canada 
Boise State University's Canadian con-
nection continues to grow. 
This summer three members of the BSU 
faculty visited our neighbor to the north 
to study specific issues in their field of ex-
pertise. They join more than 20 Boise State 
professors who have traveled to Canada 
as pan of the university's Canadian 
studies program. 
Sociologist Ricbard Baker traveled to 
Toronto to study Polish immigrants in 
that city. Baker received a 55,000 faculty 
research grant from Canada's federal 
government through the Canadian Em-
bassy in Washington, D.C. 
Arnold Panitch, social work, received 
a $1,500 grant from Quebec's government 
oWce. Panitch collected data and con-
ducted research on issues regarding that 
province's immigration policies and 
population growth. 
Music professor Madeleine Hsu was 
awarded a $4,785 faculty enrichment grant 
from the Canadian government to study 
20th century Canadian music. 0 
'The Silent Search" 
• Discreet 
• Professional 
Call 375-«130 
or 467-2221 
Dykstra co-authors physics book etJ 
An innovative textbook that introduces 
the new approach of using spreadsheet 
software as a tool for physics has been CO~ 
authored by a member of the BSU physics 
department. 
Dewey Dykstra joined with Robert G. 
Fuller. visiting professor at the U.s. Air 
Force Academy, to write Wondering 
About Physics . .. Using Spreadsheets to 
Find Out. The book has been published 
by John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
According to Dykstra, the book is the 
first publication written strictly for use 
with spreadsheets on computers and is also 
the first Wiley book developed completely 
on computer diskettes. 
The writing and production of the book 
and its instructor's guide involved the use 
of two different computer operating 
Med schools accept 6 
Six Boise State University students have 
been chosen for advanced study at medical 
schools. 
• Keri Erland of Boise has been accepted 
hy the University of Washington. 
• Torrey Nash of Newberg, Ore., has 
been accepted into the University of 
Oregon. 
- Rohert O. Woodbury of Boise was ac-
cepted by the Uniformed Services 
University of the Health Sciences S. Ed-
ward Herbert School of Medicine in 
Bethesda, Md. 
- Ester Trueblood of Boise was accepted 
to veterinary school at Washington 
State University. 
- Fred Rhead of Soda Springs was ac-
cepted by Western States Chiropractic 
College in Oregon. 
- Connie Lavertu was accepted by the 
University of Saskatchewan in 
Canada. 0 
Littlet .... Inn of Boise 
78 newly renomed 
OYersizecl guestrooms ... 
where you can depend on a hiendly, 
caring stafl, consistent service and 
superior gueslroom facilities. We'll 
pamper you with complimentary break· 
fast, newspeper, conference room, 
beverage and night-time snack - ell at 8 
surprising price. 
For rvservations call: 
1-80J..323.7505/1·2C11-343-7!IO!I 
2717 Vista Ave .• 8oM,10 83105 
systems (Macintosh HFS and MS~DOS) 
on three brands of computer (Apple, 
Zenith and IBM) and eight pieces of soft· 
ware (two versions of Microsoft Word, 
SuperPaint, MacTerminal, Quattro, 
Excel, Lotus 1·2·3 and Ventura 
Publishing). 0 
cold-drill wins honor 
Boise State's 1987 issue of cold·drill has 
been named the best undergraduate 
literary magazine in the nation by the Col-
umbia Scholastic Press Association. 
The CSP A gave cold-drill its Gold 
Crown Award at the annual College Press 
Convention in New York City. The issue 
also won a First Place Medal and two All· 
Columbian awards in the CSP A contest. 
Another organization, The Coor-
dinating Council of Literary Magazines, 
gave cold-drill first prize and $300 in the 
1987 Victoria Chen Haider Memorial Col· 
lege Literary Magazine Contest. 
Student editors for the issue were Brian 
Kindall and Molly Reed. Adele Thomsen 
was graphics editor and Robert Papinchak 
was the faculty editor. D 
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BREAD 
Temporary help 
matched to your 
exact needs. 
-Office Clerical 
-Word ProceSSing 
-Personal Computer 
_Data Entry 
_Marketing 
-Technical Support 
Call us today. 
(208) 322·8564 
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Nobody puts temporaries 
to the test like Kelly: 
YOUR UNIVERSIlY RING 
by JOSTE~S 
•• , "., •• '0<' ••••.• ,' 
Boise, Idaho 
Something's missing from your college days, 
but you can't put your finger on it? 
Now you can. 
You graduated without a college ring and never thought you'd miss it. 
But lhings are different now. Pride, success, achievement -
everything symbolized by a college ring is more important LO you 
than ever before. Especially the memories. Here's your chance to 
order the same college ring we made for your graduating class. 
For complete details, call or write: 
JOSTENS 
A MER' CAS COL L E C; E R I .. G" 
For rtlllllrionDlldon, mlil 1111. coupon toJImmII, P.O. Box S432, Boise, ID 83705 or caD 
J""ns, 888-3646. 
Nmo. ____________________________________________ _ 
Mma. ______________________________________ ___ 
Qty,State,ZJp 
9 
Please enter my name on the continuing 
education mailing list 
Name ______________________ _ 
Add~ ________________ ___ 
c~-------------------------
s""' _______ z;p ______ _ 
I am particulany interested in programs in: 
Nampa!Caldwell __ _ Ontario __ _ 
Mtn. Home ___ Fruitland __ _ 
LG=n~'~ --=~g (atBSU) _ J 
10 
Trio selected to teach in Europe 
Three Boise State University professors 
have been selected for faculty positions in 
England and France with the Northwest 
Interinstitutional Council on Studies 
Abroad. 
Marcia Wicklow-Howard, chair of 
BSU's biology department, will lead the 
1989 spring term in London and teach two 
courses on Charles Darwin's writings and 
the history of botanic and zoological 
gardens in Britain. 
Driek Zirinsky, English, will teach dur-
ing the 1989 London winter term. One 
course will examine the journals and let-
ters of American novelists as they study 
England and its traditions. Her second 
course will investigate the British educa-
tional system of the 19th century, com-
paring the refonned British system with 
contemporary American schools. 
History professor Michael Zirinsky will 
spend the spring term in Avignon, France, 
teaching about the history of relations be-
tween the West and the Islamic world. His 
second class will examine modern French 
history. 
The NICSA consortium sponsors study 
programs in five European cities: Bath 
and London, England; Avignon, France; 
Hispanic classes set 
Help is on the way for Spanish-speaking 
entrepreneurs in the Treasure Valley. 
Through the cooperation of area voca-
tional, business. educational and Hispanic 
agencies. the Idaho Small Business 
Development Center (ISBDC) now offers 
an I8-module Program for Acquiring 
Competence in Entrepreneurship (PACE) 
to the area's Spanish-speaking residents. 
According to Jim Lanham, ISBDC 
director of training/business, the courses 
are the "first in the nation to be targeted 
specifically to the Hispanic community. " 
Cologne, Germany; and Siena, Italy. Pro-
fessors compete with faculty from nine 
other institutions of higher education in-
cluding the universities of Washington, 
Oregon and Alaska for the one American 
faculty position available at each site each 
term. D 
Discover BSU events 
scheduled in October 
Students interested in attending Boise 
State University next year are invited to 
attend the university's Discover BSU 
events Oct. 22. 
The program will include explanations 
of financial aid, information about cam-
pus life and a campus tour. Evening events 
include a barbecue and the Bronco foot-
ball game against the University of 
Montana. 
A small registration fee will cover the 
costs of the barbecue, game and com-
memorative T-shirt. Participants are asked 
to register in advance with BSU Admis-
sions Counseling, 1910 University Drive, 
Boise. ID 83725. D 
H.S. scholars convene 
Twenty outstanding high school juniors 
from across Idaho got a head start on their 
college educations this summer as the first 
participants in the Boise State University 
Hemingway Scholars Program. 
The students took college-level courses 
during the BSU summer session and par-
ticipated in several other activities. in-
cluding visits to Boise an galleries, atten-
dance at an Idaho Shakespeare Festival 
production, field trips to explore the 
geology of the Boise Front and Snake 
River Plain and other organized cultural 
and social functions_ D 
LASEP T~I)ESETTI~(7 
A T 1\1~1\()9S 
Get professionallookirl;! flyers, resumes, newsletters, 
and reports at Kinko's, 
and make a lasting impression of quality. 
Mentlan 1IrI.1d IIId _20% offltdf _,..., f)!>altlng 
or off IIIIf _ cotJ¥lUfBrrenflll_ 7 pm. , 7 Bl!l.ltlC1nkD'B. 
KINKO'S COPIES PI10ne #: 342·7995 
615 S. Ca~lol Blvd. ()~fN 24 ~()UI!S FAX #: 208·336·2537 
.. ____ Off9f KJid with ather discounts. Expires SBptsmber 15, 1988 ____ ... 
FOCUS receives 
national award 
FOCUS has been rated among the best 
alumni" magazines in the nation in a con-
test sponsored by the Council for the 
Advancement and_ Support of Education 
(CASE), a Washington, D.C., profes-
sional organization that represents 3,200 
schools. 
CASE awarded FOCUS a silver medal, 
placing it among the top 22 alumni 
magazines in the United States. Boise State 
and Stanford were the only winners from 
the West among the 91 magazines that 
entered the contest. 
FOCUS is published quarterly by the 
Office of University Relations and is 
distributed to 42,000 alumni, students, 
staff and friends of BSU. 
"We were pleased to receive the award, 
It is very rewarding to know that what 
BSU is doing is recognized on a national 
level . . . it puts us in some very 
distinguished company," says editor Larry 
Burke. 
Most of the CASE winners were from 
private schools in the East, such as Brown, 
Columbia, Harvard, Duke and MIT. 
Last spring FOCUS was named the best 
large circulation alumni magazine in the 
Northwest region of CASE and writer-
photographer Glenn Oakley won a gold 
medal for writing excellence. 
BSU received two other medals in the 
national CASE competition: a silver for' 
photographer Chuck Scheer's work in the 
admissions booklet and a bronze for im-
provement of BSU's fund-raising and 
communication programs over the past 
three years. During that period BSU has 
switched FOCUS from a newspaper to a 
magazine format, moved KBSU to 
National Public Radio status, and 
established the public cable channel Con-
nection 27 on campus. D 
c-MKDFFEE KLATSCH I 
We carryover 50 varieties of gourmet 
coffee beans as well as specialized 
teas. Sampling and retail sates avail-
able for your pleasure. Visit us for 
breakfast and lunch. Open Monday 
through Fridays - 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 
p.m. Saturdays - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. A-
cross from the 8th Street Marketplace 
409 S. 8th St., Boise ...... 345-0452 
THINK: 
THINK: 
THINK: 
THINK: 
THINK: 
lFiE BOOKSTORE 
IlIb Boise State University 
STO~E HOURS ",0"0" and Tu"""", a 00. '" ·700 P m 
~n._,·F""." 00. m.·500 p '" S"u'''' 1Ooo'm ·500 pm 
Looking for that special gift, novelty or 
clothing item. 
We specialize in imprinted gifts, novelties 
and clothing. 
Great prices, great selection. 
Convenience of mail order, write or phone 
for information. 
Boise State University Bookstore 
1910 University Drive 
Boise, Idaho 83725-1225, Ph. 385-3811 
Who would have thought of it!! 
Over the years, Volvos have 
developed a well-deserved 
reputation for durability. So it 
should come as no surprise 10 
discover that the value of a 
Volvo also holds up well over 
the years. In fact, comparro 10 
every other line of European 
luxury imports, Volvo retains 
the highest ovenaU projected 
resale value after five years 
according to The Complel.e 
Car Cast Guide.· An accom-
plishment DOt even Mercedes-
Benz could match. So if you 
want the EUropean lUXUry 
sedan with the best exchange 
rate, exchange your Cll for 
a Volvo. VOLVO 
\,,, ",."~.".,, .. 
"Soo= IOI<II;ChoO;r, I"" Son Joo:. Co. Adlai 
.... 10 .. 1" "'Y"IJ'_on~m~ 
_. "1"00>. m<t1Kd d ",1 • ..0 OIber r.ro.... 
Soc )'OW .. _ Vol." IhI<r ..". <IoWl. 
"1938 VoIl"O NonIt America Corpormn 
LYLE PEARSON COMPANY 
Boise Motor Village 
Cole & Franklin 
377·3900 
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Honors give boost to College of Business 
As Boise State's College of Business 
continues to receive recognition for its in-
creasing levels of excellence in teaching, 
research and service. the college's !01:udents 
are also doing their part to enhance its 
reputation. 
Among the college's accomplishments 
during the 1987-88 academic year were 
several honors for individual students and 
student groups. Among those points of 
academic excellence were the following: 
• The BSU chapter of the Beta Alpha Psi 
accounting fraternity received superior 
status. Of 175 chapters nationwide, 
only an estimated one-fourth receive 
such recognition. 
• BSU students consistently exceeded the 
national average pass rate on the 
uniform CPA exam. 
• For the second year, BSU's team won 
its division in the International Business 
Policy Simulation competition held in 
Reno. Nev. 
• In November 1987 BSU student Nancy 
Sewell was recognized by the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accoun-
tants for passing the CPA exam with 
high distinction. Only five such awards 
are given nationally. 
12 
~ an institution. the College of 
Business also excelled in the areas of 
academics. scholarship donatioru and ser-
vices during 1987-88. Here are some of the 
the noteworthy developments that took 
place: 
• With the college's extensive scholarship 
program, more than ISO students were 
awarded funding during ceremonies last 
May. The students received a total of 
$63.173 from private sponsors and 
$26.813 from federal and state funds. 
• BSU and the College of Business, along 
with the Idaho ~sociation of Com-
merce & Industry, continues to spon-
sor the popular "Business Week" 
conference for high school students. 
• The College of Business administers the 
Idaho Council on Economic Education, 
which provides training and educa-
tional packages for teachers in Idaho's 
primary and secondary schools. 
• Over 200 lectures were conducted by 
leading executives from the Boise 
business community in classes during 
the past academic year. 
• The College of Business has the only 
entrepreneurial management major in 
the region. 
• As important evidence of its quality, the 
college is nationally accredited by the 
American Assembly of Collegiate 
Schools of Business. Only 230 of the 
nation's business schools - or about 
one in five - have achieved this impor-
tant distinction, which signifies that the 
college meets and maintains nationally 
established standards of educational 
excellence for its 3,200 undergraduate 
majors and its 350 graduate students. 
From a service standpoint. the College 
of Business has helped advance Idaho's 
economy by extending its capabilities into 
the broader community through non-
credit professional development and 
training programs, research, technical 
assistance and publications such as 
ldaho's Economy, a quarterly journal that 
provides Idaho decision makers and 
citizens with infonnation on a variety of 
topics bearing on the state's economic 
performance. 
The primary service activities are 
organized within the college's Idaho 
Business and Economic Development 
Center (IBEDC). the Center for Manage-
ment Development (CMD) and the Officc 
of Research and External Relations. 0 
Nestled along the river in Southeast 
Boise is the city's newest living environ-
ment. Steps away from the riverfront 
walking path; a few easy pedals from 
the bike path. And a unique wildlife 
habitat adjacent to carefully crafted 
quality homes. 
River Run Development Company has 
treated the setting with sensitivity. 
Meticulous attention has been given the 
natural surroundings and the homes 
that make up this new community, 
Spring Meadow. 
At the east end of ParkCenter Boulevard. 
For information call (208) 344-5625. 
Canyon Division offers assistance 
Economic woes are forcing many 
farmers and their families from the fields 
and into the work force, and the Boise 
State University Vocational TechnicaJ 
Canyon County Division offers programs 
to make the transition a little easier. 
Charles "Chuck" Tillman, manager of 
the Canyon County Division, says since 
the center opened in 1987, it has seen more 
and more farmers and their families take 
advantage of the training offered in the 
nine programs and many classes at the 
facility. 
"The retraining offered in the evening 
programs involves some displaced farmers 
as do the full-time programs," Tillman 
says. "There is definitely a need for 
retraining because of the agricultural 
economy. You read a lot about bank-
ruptcies and problems and I can tell you, 
it's really happening." 
Tillman says no figures are available on 
just how many displaced farm workers 
enroll at the center because information 
on students occupations isn't kept on 
record. He says, however, that many of 
the farm workers who are known to have 
enrolled take an interest in the agricultural 
equipment technology and professional 
truck driving programs. 
It's not just farmers who are entering 
the programs. Tillman says migrant 
workers have enrolled, especially in the 
agricultural equipment program. Many 
farm wives have taken advantage of the 
office occupation and licensed practical 
nursing courses. 
"we're finding more farm wives are 
having to go to work," he says. He 
estimates that 10-20 percent of those 
enrolled in the Center for New Directions 
programs are wives of farmers who needed 
training for the workplace. 0 
Two conferences scheduled in fall 
This fall BSU will host two major 
academic conferences, one in public af-
fairs and the other in education. 
The sixth annual Frank Church Public 
Affairs Conference will feature a mix of 
scholars and political figures speaking on 
the topic "Prospects for Peace." 
The Rev. Forrester Church, son of the 
late U.S. senator, will deliver the opening 
address Sept. 29. Author of 12 books and 
a column in the Chicago Tribune, he is 
senior minister at All Souls Church in New 
York City. 
The other major speaker is Arthur M. 
Schlesinger, Pulitzer Prize-winning 
historian, author and adviser to President 
John Kennedy. Schlesinger now teaches at 
City University of New York. He will 
speak the evening of Sept. 30. 
Day sessions are planned for academic 
presentations and workshops for teachers. 
The conference is sponsored by the School 
of Social Sciences and Public Affairs and 
the Frank Church Chair of Public Affairs. 
The second annual symposium on 
teaching will address teaching and educa-
tional partnerships. Sponsored by U.S. 
West Communications and the College of 
Education, the Oct. 14-15 conference will 
feature addresses by Ernest Boyer, presi-
dent of the Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advancement of Teaching, and Peter 
Stillman, an editor with Heinemann 
Education Books, a New Hampshire 
publisher. 
Other sessions will include local 
educators and business leaders. 
Both conferences are free to the 
public. 0 
We can't help with 
your cleaning ... but 
we do have dust covers 
for computers 
and prtnters 
Your Solution for Forms, Accessories, Computer Supplies 
FACS Corp, 518 S, 9th Street 344-7997 
1!/.l1 
ii/aho at Heart 
"A Specialty Gift Shop" 
Featuring Unique 
Idaho Gifts 
Fairview & 5 Mile 
The Village Shopping Center 
376-3303 
'1daho's Largest 
Independent Gallery" 
SPECIALIZING IN: 
• fine Art • Custom framing 
1115 W. Boise Ave" Boise, ID 83706 
208-M2·66tH 
IJ 
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NEW EXCITING 
TOURS 
Boise Tours & Boise Trolley 
Now offer Group Tours through-out 
Southwest Idaho. Local Tours on The Tour 
Train & Trolley. Regional Tours By 
Motorcoach & Custom Mini-Buses. 
* ~ & Full Day Historic City Tours 
* Idaho Wineries & Cheese Factory 
* Snake River Canyon Birds of Prey 
* Old West Tours to Idaho City & 
Silver City 
* Malad Gorge 
* Jet Boat Hells Canyon 
* Payette River Raft Trips 
* Catered Picnics & Dinners with The 
Tour Train 
r 
Call Now tor Special Group Rates 
~42·4796 ~42·4802 1·800·999·5444 
(Nationwide) 
Archive to open 
Idaho writers - established as well as 
struggling authors - will have their works 
preserved and cataloged under a new pro-
ject sponsored by BSU's Hemingway 
Western Studies Center. 
The Idaho Writers' Archive will com-
pile a data base of Idaho writers and coi-
lect and catalog books, magazines, 
manuscripts and other works by these 
authors. The works will be cataloged and 
stored in the BSU Library and will be 
available to literary scholars. 
The program's coordinator, English 
professor Charles Guilford, says the ap-
proaching Idaho Centennial underlines the 
role that literature has played in shaping 
the state's' sense of identity. 
"We believe that an Idaho Writers' Ar-
chive is a suitable way of consolidating this 
heritage as we move forward into our next 
century," he says. 
Guilford says because writers frequently 
work in obscurity during their lifetimes-
only to be recognized after their deaths-
much of their work is lost. The archive, 
he says, will attempt to keep track of cur-
rent writers and collect as much writing-
related material as possible from past 
authors. 0 
Double 
tax-free income 
choices for 
Idaho residents 
NoIthwen lr'lVE'nOf"l TaK-EKempc Iluslne.s.:; Trust 
offers two hlgh-qualil:y. hlgh·yield munic:ipal 
bond funds that are eKempc from both Federal 
and Idaho taxes. Yield and share price will vary. 
You keep 100% of the mterest Income earned 
from your Investment. 
For preserv.von of capita' and high yield 
• The Idaho Limited Maturity Tax-fxempt Fund 
For higher current yield and great« return 
on 'n",es1men1 
• The Idaho Extended Milturfty Tax-Exempt 
'""" North_st Investor Tax·Exempt Business 
Tnut features: 
• Initial investment IS5,000). 
• Free exchanges between funds. 
• Investmg in Idaho. 
• No redemption charges. 
• AutO<niltlc monthly reinvestfl1t>nt or dIvidend 
options. 
• Perwnill service from our shareholder 
representatwes 
For more Information. call the 
Investors Northwest Hotline 24 
hours a day. 7 days a week. 
(8001331-4603 (Toll freel 
Inwston; 
NorthlNest 
West 717 Sprague Ave 
1115 
. WA 9920'l 
Hazardous waste program slated 
What does the future hold for states like 
Idaho as hazardous waste disposal con· 
tinues to be a problem? 
As part of the GTE Foundation Lec-
tureship Program, four experts on hazar-
dous waste will address this controversial 
topic at Boise State University during the 
1988-89 academic year. They are: 
• Fred Hansen, director of the Oregon 
Department of Environmental Quality, 
who will address the subject from a 
regional point of view in late September. 
• Kirsten Oldenburg, an analyst with the 
U.S. Congress Office of Technology 
Assessment (OT A) and co-author of the 
article "From Facility Siting to Waste 
Reduction," who will speak Nov. 15. 
Oldenburg has been with the OT A for 
more than four years and is currently in-
volved in research topics on the Super-
fund program and solid wastes. 
• William Ross, Seattle, who will speak 
in January, focusing on public response 
to industry and agency programs from 
the perspective of a community activist. 
• Jack Peterson, chairman of the Idaho 
AMAS brings 
top honor 
Boise State has been selected one of two 
universities nationally to be recognized for 
programs that integrate disabled students 
into the mainstream of campus life. 
The award came from the American 
Association of State Colleges and Univer-
sities (AASCU), the National Organiza-
tion on Disability and J.C. Penney 
Company. 
The other winner was Emporia State in 
Kansas. 
BSU was recognized for its Alternative 
Mobility Adventure Seekers (AMAS) pro-
gram that promotes recreation, health, 
fitness and social activities for the 
physically disabled in the region. More 
than 300 people have taken part in AMAS 
activities, including whitewater rafting, 
sailing, scuba diving, skiing and horseback 
riding. 
AMAS is staffed mostly by disabled 
students as part of BSU's Outdoor Adven-
ture program. 
All universities are required by law to 
make their campuses accessible to the 
disabled. The AASCU award was estab-
lished to recognize institutions that have 
gone beyond the requirements of the law 
and have been innovative in their ap-
proach to serving the disabled. 0 
New Hope Center 
Emergency Response Commission, 
policy analyst, economist and author in 
natural resource economics and en-
vironmental policy development, who 
will analyze the issues from Idaho's 
perspective in April. 
Specializing in the Confidential Medically 
Supervi!ied T re:atment of Adult & AdoI=1 
Alcohol & Drug Abuse 
The key purpose of the lectureship pro-
gram is to promote interaction between the 
nation's college campuses and their local 
communities in discussion of issues related 
to science, technology and human values, 
says Martha Kramer of GTE. 0 
336-5454 
141 Warm Springs Ave., Boise 
24-hour Information Hot Une 
ClI"ICAI. '5I:PPORT SfRVICfS PROVIDED I" 
ASSOCI·\TION WIlli ST. lUKE"S REGIOI'>Al 
'1FJlIC~1 cP,nR. EIOr.[ 
How Sylvan CLEAR WritingSM 
can lead to 
better grades 
No matter haw bright your child or teenager is, his grades will 
depend on haw well his essays, reports and test papers are written. 
The Sylvan ClEAR Writing- program can help. It can teach him 
to think clearly, logically and thoroughly and to write with equal 
effectiveness. 
like all Sylvan programs, Sylvan ClEAR Writing features 
diagnostic testing, personal attention, outstanding learning materi-
als, and our unique reward system. 
Give your child this valuable com-
petitive edge. Call about the Sylvan 
ClEAR Writing program today. Ask 
about our adult program, too. 
Call Today 345-3900 
TUITION FINANCING AVAILABLE 
4720 Emerald, Suite 205 
r"II Sylvan r ~ Learning 
..... Center· 
We help chiIdrm ........ 
the basics of i£amiDg. 
©1988 Sylvan Laming Corporation 
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MANAGEMENT 1989, continuing his research dreMed sevetaf other regional Michael ZkitlSlry spoke on 
on international alliances 1n ootlference audfOOees. "Teachlng the Middle E8.$t in 
WUllam Wine. In March The Hague, Netherlands, and Isolation" at a seminar In 
completed his term as preS!- in Geneva, SWitnrlMd. ECONOMICS May al the Uni'l6l'3ity of 
dent of \he Midwest Business Raymond'$: article "The Washington. 
law AssociatIOn. In the past, Long CyCle of Global War" hi.r Lichtenstein was 
Wines $f.l'rved in othaf posi- has been accepted by the honored in AprIl as an COMMUNICATION 
tions with the regional InlernQtioruM P88()Q RMSarch outstanding faculty member in 
associalion. Institute in Oslo, NofWty, tor the College of Business, Ed McLuetde presented his 
Haney t.tapier authored the publication in The JOl)rna/ of named to the honor by a PBpe( "Why did Lazersfe!d 
artiole b$1retegy, Human Peace Resesreh. Hi! ha$ "Iaction committee of faculty, Become Siloo! on Critical 
Resources Manegement, and been invited to speak at a staff end studente. He sp6nt Research'?" et Oster-
Organi::ational Outcomes: confarenoo in London on tM the summer teaching 81 reichlschi! Gesellsehaft fur 
Coming Oul from Between the topic "Comparetive Aaooareh Nankal Uplvecsity in China. Publlzistik- und Kommunik,a· 
Cracks" In the book Human on Mediation and Concillfltlon , tiOn$wissenschatl in Vienna 
ReSOlJfCM Management, Pr0C9$$ft:, ., , during May. PAVIJ.ION 
Perspectjves end ISSUBS, Her Steven Sallie presented his communication WOt'kshop$ for 
co-authored article "Di .... rslli- r84ft/'ch paper, "Dependency Ex9Ct)1lvlt director "Dexter AT&T employees durillQ 
catiOn, Perlormanee Criteria., at'!d Government Repression King has been $ektcted as January and ApnL 
and CompensatiOn" will be Across the African States," at the head Of the board of Robert Boren conducted a 
publiShed in the Intemationaf the annuel meeting of the regents for a aehoolthat workShop on technical presen· 
Journal of MlJn~l. She Intemational Soclely for tne offers Instruction for tatlons for Arco Petroleum in 
has also eddl'$$l$&d the sank· Comparative Study of Civilize· manager$ of 18rge stadll.Wl'ls. \.afayet1e, La., a general c0rn-
ing Institute of America, tlons in Hampton, N.Y. arenas and other pUblic municatlon workShOP as part 
Western Academy ot Mat'lage- sallie el90 attanded "Focus facilities. Th& schOOf is 5pCII\" of the Strategie$ tor SUCC9$$ 
ment, Academy of Intema· on !he PaCific Rim," an Inter- sorod by the Int$mational workshop serle$, and pm-
tiona! 8uoiness Meet., and na1lonal conference held at Ae&ooiation of Au<fitorium sented .. Leadership and Cam-
the International P&r$onnei the Universny of British Managers (lAAM) at'!d located municatlon" to Region 5 0# 
and Human Resource Columbia during June. in Whealing W:I/a, This year the U.S. Forest SeMOO during 
Management conference. John f'reemutb served as 114 students enrolled In the MarCh end April. 
editor of the report compiled one-weefl: program to study $UUt\MI McCor1d. hosted 
PSYCHOLOQV by a special advisory group to bOx office management, book· the high SChool $pHch and 
congressman Larry Craig on lng, budgets, labor relations, Lll'lcoln-Oouglas debate tour-
Harry Steger was honored the management 01 the crowd management and other n&men! al BSU dUring 
in April u an outstanding Sawtooth regiOn 01 Idaho. topics. F_~. 
faculty member In the College Willard 0V«gaard was Dan ortI. SUCcessfUHy 
at Education, named to the honored in April as an defended his dissertation 
hOnor by a aetectiOfl commlt~ OlIwtanding faculty meml:« in HISTORY "The Anvil Writers," at tfi6 
1$$ of faculty, staff and the &:hool of Social Sciencet Univertlty of Missouri School 
studerits. and Publ!c Affairs, named to BSU history students of Journalism it! Mareh. 
the hollOf by a selection com- Sharon Brown, Denlel Oreer, Morris was elected seers-
LIBRARY SCIENCE mittee of faculty, Blaff and Kathy Hodgea, JSm M08eIy, tary of the Idaho Press Club 
$tudents. Debc)rtab Roberta and pro- at its annual meating in Sun 
.. arlone Fairchild, Department S$¢t'etary 1e,$SOf Todd Shall'" were Valley during April. 
emeritus faculty, was honored Patricia Durle has mired honcred in April at e U,S, 
in May by the American afW 18 years at the Bureau of J..anet Management ACCOUNTING 
Association of UnivefSity \.miverSity . ceremony for outstanding 
Women as the Educational service. The t&arn recetvecl DaVid Nix has had papers 
Foundation program's 1989 MARKETING &. ANANCE the BLM's National Volunteer accepted for publiCation in the 
Name Grant Honor .. , 8etviee Award fOr thetr Practical Accountant end tha 
Dougl •• UncOln was research monograph "Pros- Journal of EducatIon for 
POLmCAL SCU!NCE &lected , 986-89 president- pacts: land-Use In the Snake B(J$iness. He r$Cently 
elect and 1989 confetwjce co- River Birds of Prey Area, presented his paper "Why 
Gary Moncrief eo-authored chairman for the We5tem 1B80-1987." CPA Exam Rates Vary Among 
"Explaining Pork Barral Sue- Marketing Educators ShaIIat aieo received a 8lM Colleges and Universltiea" at 
cess in the North Carolina AssociatiOn . outstanding service award tor the American Accollntant 
Legislature," whiCh was Unooln and Earl Naumann COOrdinating the esu public A$$ociation meeting in St. 
accepted for publication In praaented "A SystalTl$ Theory history lntamshlp program. louis, 
the August I$$ue Of roo Approach to Industrial Market- Slnee 1985, more th$n 60 8111 latium addressed the 
Legi$Jatl've Studies QIJS11erl)', ing Aesearch" at the South· interns Ilav& worlced as American Institute of CertJfled 
Gregory Raymond west Marketing Association historical reeeerchet's In public Public Accounts.nta. 
presented his oo-authored conference in San Antonio. agencies, 
research paper, "Polarity The paper W89 S$lect&d as Shalla! and D • .,. Ktnnedy ART 
TransformatIOn and Changes the outstanding comp6tilive received a historic preaerva, 
in Alliance Norms," at the In- paper out of more than 100 lion p!anning grant to study John Taye exhibited a 
ternetional Society of PoiWca! pspera presented. reclamation In the vicinity 01 wood sculpture in 1he 1987 
Psycllology annual oonf~ Sten Scott presented a Jerome, Another gre.nt !Tom FIne Arts Competition and Ex-
in New YOlk during July. Ray- paper at the Southern the Idaho Humanit~-COUncll hlt»tiOn, an Internattonal juried 
mond will be on sabbatlcal Marketing Aasoaation con- 1$ funding a hi$tory 01 the snow at the Museum of 
leave during fall $emester terence. He has al80 ed- state constitution project ChllrGh Hietory and An in Sa!t 
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Lake City. 'The sculpture was honored in April as an aspects of prociuc1ion for the' Secondary Level" at the 
purChased by the. museum outstanding facu!ty mamber in summer season, including Northwest district conf&rence 
after the show. Taye was ac· the College of At't$ & dhction of TitwJ Andron(cus, of the American Association 
cepled in Northwest Ctafts Scien¢8's, named to the honor Ceballos directed the of Health, Physical Education, 
'S8, a iurled exhibition at the by a selection committee of ISFltheatre arts department Recreation and Dance 
T aeot'rnl Art Museurtt He also facutty, staff and studetl1&, production Of What lhi1 Butler (AAHPEAD) held in Pullman, 
WBB elected e member 01 a Saw in Juna. Wash .• during Maron and '"A 
national sculp1ul'S society in THeATRE ARTS Model fOr Centralized 
J ........ COMPUTER SYSTEMS &: Advising" at !he nationel 
Stephen Buta directed tile oeCISION SCIeNCES AAHPERO meeting in Kansas 
SOCIOLOGY. March production of Kiss Me, 
Robert Minch co-autflored 
City. Mo" In April. 
ANTHROPOLOGY &: Kate, in the Morrison Center. Genger Fahleson 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE: Ha also super>M9d the. "A Decision Support System presented "Self-Repoo of 
Februaty Theatre Arts,Feetival tor ldentitying a Ganaric Data Students' C<!gnition and Tlrrw> 
Tony Waleh'. book, fot area high scAooi slud&nts Modet of tha Firm," to be on Task During p.e. lnalrue-
Understanding, A~ & and ga ... e a acene painting presented at the annual na· tiOn" at tha naHonaJ 
CcuniIBIing the Crimina{ WOrkShop, The- department's tional meeting of Tha Inwtule MHPERO mINting, 
JU$fiCe Clf.nt, was recently spring production, The Lady's of Management SCit!mcef B!J1ton and W6rner Hoeger 
publiShed by Brooks!Coie Not for Burning, directed by Operations ResearCh Society presented "Relationship 
PUblishing. Robert Ef1caon. was sel- of America, He also com- Among Four Method! Of Flexl-
Wafsh and Sob Corbin eo- designed by Buss. p19tad a literatore review billty Measurement" at the 
authOred the artiele "The U.S. EriC$;on and Phoebe Lundy, r~ing expert ty&t6ms Northwest district AAHPERO, 
&rpreme Court and Value history, are co.creetoffl of a appiicatiON in banking Hooger has published "A 
legitimacy: An Experimental fleW Interdisciplinary fuflded by Moore Finencial Comparison of Body Composi-
Appt"oa(:h With Older humenitles couts. entitled Group, non Using Sf<infold Thickness 
Americans," contained in a "Film in Contaxt Art and Patrlok Srnmnon is sarvlng end Hydrostatic Weighing a1 
recent Issue of SociOlOgical Ideology in Early Soviet as the Cl,Jrrent president 01 the Estfma1ed Residual lung 
Inquiry, Cine me. " The course has Westarn Oeei$ion Solences In· Volume and T01altung 
gained lararrt $IJl)pOI'I and will stitule. Shannon, Minch and capacity" in the IAHPERD 
be Offered next semasler. Srlan McGrath. economics. Jcn.tmeJ and PrinClpfe$ 8nd 
NUFtSING In April, William recently completed a motor Labs for Physical Fitness end 
Shenkweiler served B8 an carrier study. WeI/ness by Morton 
Faith Petet1lOR h$$ been &VahJator of the fine am pro- Shennon and MIchael Publishing Co. 
appointed by Gov. Cecil O. grams at Easlern WashingtOn BIXby have completed a $1udy Hoeger also made $everal 
Andrus to the Idaho Boatd of UnIversity fOr the Northwest lor the Idaho Transportaticn othar Pr&$$ntatloos, including 
Nursing, She will serve on the AssociatiOn oJ Schools end Department retsting to Idaho "Davelopmem of a C<!ronary 
board until 1990. CoUeges. Shenkweller served Compulsory Vehicle Liability Heart Disease Risk Profile" at 
as master of ~Ie$ for lmurance. both the jAHPERD and North-
HEALTH SCIENCE BoisEt Music Week's "After- WIts WoJlkowald presented west dis1rict AAHPERO 
noon in the par1(" thii $pring. "Fourth Generation Tech- meetlngs; "FItness Program 
Carol seddon WBB hQnored TM M/$$ FirecrsCke( Con- noiog)' as a Cornerstone 01 for the Elderly," at the 
in April as an cutStandlng test, directed by Shenkweiler, InfOrmation Management" tor Western Cm~ce for lhe 
faculty mamber in the Coilege was 5et-designed by PhlHp the International Academy of Physical Education Society in 
of Heatth Science, named to Atlakaon. Attakson selWd at Information Managament She Reno, Nev.; "Ufetime PhySj· 
the honor by a selection com- superviSOt for set construction has also rsviewetl papers lor cal Fitness and We!Irte8s: A 
mitt .. of faculty, staff and for KiS$ Me, Kate. His original in1ernatiorwl Busineh ~rsonallzed program," 
students. ploy, LHpfrog """"gil Space Schools and participated in Northwest district AAHPERD; 
JoAnn T. Vahey wa& and Time, was entered in the the Computer Users Group "Sel-Point Theory: Is There a 
awarded a distinguished 8er- Amarican College Tnealre armual conference. Weight Regulating Meehan-
vice plaque tot contributions Festivel in Laramie, Wyo. He 9uaen Stender is serving Ism?" 10 the Ada County 
to the four-year Robert Wood led several workstlop& al the on the IdahO State Historical Medical Society; and "Fitness 
Jchnson Grant on "HO$pita! festival and coached two BSU ReOOfds Advisory Board_ Testinla for the Aged," at the 
IniHative in long-tsrm Cara" students wt\o competed for 
SCHOOL OF VOCATIONAL 
natiOnal MHPERO meeting. 
at st. Luke's Regional the Irene Ryan acting awards. Randy Miller was elected 
Medical Center. Charl •• Lauterbach has TECHNICAL E-OOCATION vice presidant of r~ 
Vahey reclfltiy spoke at a been grantftd .sabballca! leave for the Nor1hwest district 
$fatewide meeting Of the State for fall $emestar 1968 to pur- Janirt C.rlton was hooorffd AAHPERD. 
Office on Aging 00 "The Use sue raeearch on hiStorical in April all an outstanding Linda Petllchkoff published 
of Tmecorru'l'lUl1ica1ion to Pro- theater in Idaho. He ae~ ~ facutty member in the SchOOl "PsyChOlOgiCai Foundations of 
vide Homemaker Training in 8 host for KAID~TV's Festival of Vocational Technical Coaching: Similarities and rnf. 
idahO." The project wat 'B8, the annual PBS fund Educ.ation. named to the ferances Among Imer-
implemented during 1987 drive, dUring Maroh. Lauter· honor by a selectiOn commit· coIklgiate Wrestling Coaches" 
through a special project bach pnl&entoo ··Acting - tee of faculty, staff and m The S{XJris Ps~t; 
grant funded by the Depart- The Natural Ali" to the studen1S. "Psychological Stre" and the 
men1 of Health and Human Manes Clve of Boise during Aga-Group Wrestler" 1n Com-
Services. March. HEALTH. PHYSICAL pefftive Sport$ for Children 
Rod Ceballos i& oofltinoing EDUCATION" R£CAEATtON and Youth, 1987; "Sports 
BIOLOGY his: work as artistic director of DrOpouts" In American 
the Idaho Shake&peare Shefm Button presented Coach, 1ge7; and PattiChkotf 
Dorothy Do~lta was F9Slival, $I'Id supervising aU "Coed Weight Trelnillg at the et. aI., "Sport PsychOlogy and 
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the Female Olymplc AthletB," 
JOPER, March 1988. 
Pe1Jiehkoff also made 
several preoonlations, in-
Cluding "Meeting Needs of In-
"!'SCholastic Athletes" at 
IAPHERD; "Goat Setting and 
Awards Program ro. Physical 
8esf' and "Per;::eived oppor-
tunity and A.chlewement Goals 
in Int~ic Sports" at 
(he AAHPERD conferenoe; 
and "An Evalualion of the 
Model 01 Sport Per$islenoo" 
to the North ArMr'iean Society 
fer Psychology Of Sport in 
Knoxville, Tenn., dunng June. 
Ron Pfeiffer prasented 
'''The Role of Atl1letio Training 
Curriculums Within Colleges 
of Physical Education" !O the 
Western Conference fOr 
Physical Education Society. 
..... 
FloN Vaughn pra&f!lflted 
"Trajectory ofTennls BaJls: 
Implications tor Player Posi-
tioning," at Northwest district 
AAHPERO, 
Connlo Thomgren 
presented "Women Inter-
collegiate Athletes - Out 
Future Coaches?" al N0rth-
west distriot AAHPEAO and 
"An InvestigatIOn of Career 
Attitudes and Choices of 
Women Intercollegiate 
VOileyball and Basketba!! 
Players" at the R. r alt 
McKenZIe Symposium In 
Knoxville, Tenn., during May. 
Steve Wallaee presented 
"Volleyball Leadup Games" 
at IAHPERO in October. 
TEACHER EDUCATION 
EducatJOnal Technology. 
This spring Spitzer pte· 
sented three papers at the 
National Society for Perfor· 
mance and Instruction annual 
«Inference in Washington, 
D.C. He- also spc»;;e on "Whal 
Price a Human Life?" at the 
H0400aust Commemorative, 
"How to Make Your 90$$ 
More Productive" to the Idaho 
Association of Educallonal 
Offioe Personnel, and "The 
Art of Managing People" to 
lhe Clinical Laboratory 
Management ASSOCiation. 
SOCIAL WORK 
vince's immigration policies. 
ENGLISH 
Tom Tru.~ IS It!e fourth 
(eCipient 01 the BSU Ubrary 
Faculty Award. The award i$ 
prageflted each year to a 
faculty I'TIember in recognition 
of thai person's CQntribution 
to 1ha deveJopment and use 
Of the library. This summer 
TruKy traveled to PariS for a 
I'ffl$~ion on sUent him 
llCt~irector Nell Shipman 
at the "Voyage au pays du 
muet," a Silent film festival 
and conference he!d at the 
Musee d'Orsay. 
Dan Huff's and Dave Drlek Z1rina«y has been 
Johneon's CQrauthoted report appointed as a consuNant 10 
"The New Vagabond$? the Commission on Su~rvi· 
Homeie$$ness Outside the sioo and Curriculum O~ 
MegaIopoJis" was accepted men! in tfJe Engll$h Language 
Oftn Spitzer, director of for Pfesentation at the Arts with the National Council 
the in$tnlcticnal f$¢hnoiogy NatJonailnstitute on Sootal oi Teachel'$ of English 
program, hiU publiShed a Work Md Human Service& in (NCTE). NOTE is a protes· 
four-pan series., "Performance Rural Areas meeting during siOna! organlUitlon for 
Improvement Ideas," in Per- July. tNChers and superviSors 01 
formance Imd In$tn;ction Arnold PanltCh received a English at all leveis of educa-
Jcufflsl, and articles $1,500 grant from Quebec's tum. Its aim is to improvs lhe 
"Sitateglc Thinking: The Key government Panitch collected teaching 0' English and the 
10 Training SucC8S$" end data and conducted research language arbl in the nation's 
"Training TechnolOgy," In on i$!Wes regarding that pro- schools and colleges. 0 --~~~~~----~~~~----
Bull Connor and Glenn 
Potter co-authored "High 
Post Rub Alt&rnatiV$," 
published in The Basketball 
CfittiC, January 1988. Potter', 
at. at, eI$O published "Com-
pari8Ol'l Between Selected 
Pra(:tiCfo and Geme Behaviors 
of Youth Sportt Soccer 
Coaches," Journal Di Sport 
SehSVi(J(, VOl. 11, No.2, 
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1@ GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD JOIN THE BRONCO ATHLETIC ASSOCIAll0N 
• 
Your CcrtttitJcItJMs To 11M BltWJco AthletJc ~ Protrldes: 
1. A 24 page new8fetter. three times a year - an In 6. Potendal TAX SAVING eeNEfn'S. 
depth look at boo$tera .& athletes. 7. A BONO between the comMUnity and BSU, 
2. 8eNnd the 1Cenee. HElP and SUPPORT at the a. SUpport 'for MAINTAINING FAClLmes thai ant 
atudent«hlete. utilized by 1be community. InvoMng actlvtt'"_ 
3. An INVESTMENT In the youth of OUR community students or all ages. 
and local univenUty. 9. The opportunity to demonatrate CMC PRIDE 
4. An opponunIty lor SOCIAL INTERAC110N - _ lhft1U!ll\ your ~ In a ..... '_ non-profi' 
personal and protesaional. organization. 
S. PRIORFTY in purchasing football andior baaketbeU 10. INVOLVEMENT with student aUtletes and coaches 
season tlCkel$.. Of 8SU. 
Be a part of the spirit that moves the Broncos . .• 
For further Inturma1:1on on how you can join ••• cut out and tatum to: 
r---~~~----------~~-------····---------------···---------l 
! Bronco Athletic: A""t'dailon or Varsity "8" Club I 
1910 lInivefl5ity Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725 I 
NamlL. ____________ _ 
-'---
CIy,"""'''p---------
o Fonner leIIerman : 
Year($) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
. Home ____ ._________ ....I' 
L ______ ~ _______ .___ _~ __ .____ _ ______ ~_____ _ 
Lured 
by the 
~[JO@[fu~ 
[Lo@ [fu~® 
By Marie Russell 
T hey don '/ hav~ tho~ glirtering All-American Hollywood smiles. BUI as actors, .!Jtunt men snd directors .... 'orking their way onto the si/n:r screens and in front 
or,he footlights. they all share two common trails. A 10\le for tht.·atreand degr~ 
from BoiSt' State Universiry. 
Four graduates - Mike Hoffman. Jay Pickm, Paul Grant and Scall Sproule 
- work different allgles of the theatrical world with different degre~ of success. 
And each is applying a twist ro the old HolJywood moniker: It's not who you knoll', 
but what you know. 0 
Hoffman goes his own direction 
M ike Hoffman's mother had never talked (0 her son like this before. Dorot hy Hoffman was playing 
the inlervic ..... cr for FOCUS magazine. 
asking her son, who has become a semi-
famous filmmaker, questions s~ nor-
mally .... ould not ask. Not personal, 
probing questions, but just ... Questions. 
"00 you like what you do?" she asked 
her son, a 1979 graduatt of Doist State 
University. " Are you satisified, I mean arc 
you pkased with ..... 
"I'm pleasal." he rtplied, answerlllg 
her question before sht finished it. "I'm 
being more able to be pleased by accept-
ing it all as a process, so I don't f«llike 
I have to be the greatest filmmaker in the 
world right now. b~ause I'm not. I'm 
learning and now that ('ve kind of 
aceeptctl it as a learning process instead 
of~anting to be Boy Wonder, I ' m much 
happier. " 
Maybe Hoffman hasn't become Boy 
Wonder , but he is well on his way 10 
becoming a known director and film-
maker. He just finished shooting Sisters 
for MGM. His next projects include 
wriling a screenplay about a black Union 
soldier who is court -martialed during the 
Civil War and in October he will head to 
Florida 10 tr), his hand at acting. Dy his 
own admission, his last movie, Promised 
Land, which he wrote and directed, did 
well. 
Mile" Ho flman 
"It did quite well, it got sort of mixed 
reviews, some PMple didn't lil.e it a lot 
and others did not like it ver)' much at 
all," he says jokingly. "II did wdl in 
Scaule and Los Angel~ and San Francisco 
and on the East Coast." 
Promised Land was shot in Utah, star-
ring Keifer Sutherland and Meg Ryan. The 
movie was panned by some and hailed by 
others. But Hoffman never saw the film 
as fodder for critics. 
"It was a project that I was working on 
for a long time. It was very close to me, 
about my home, in some ways the family 
growing up in a small town in Idaho and 
about expectations and frustrations and 
violence," he says. "I personally am Quite 
happy with it and that's a big step for me 
because one of the things that's \'ery pain-
ful about this business is )'OU end up work-
ing \<ery hard on something, then expos-
ing yourself 10 criticism. 
"If people don't like it, you sari of 
think, 'Gosh, did I do this wrong?' Rul 
)'ou gradually learn it isn't really about 
righl and wrong. it's about taste, about 
choices ... 
For Hoffman. directing and film-
making as a career was jusl such a choict. 
l' 
He pursued a theater major at DSU and 
after graduating, continued his studies at 
Oxford Uni\-ersity in England as a Rhodes 
scholar. When he graduated from high 
school, he declared his goals were "to win 
Academy Awards." 
And he just well might, Although long 
out of college, Hoffman hasn't stopped 
trying or learning, 
"I'm learning that one of the important 
things is to do the 'Aork, do a movie, go 
on, do another movie, learn from it, Jive 
with it, It's newr perfect," he says, "~I 
mean it's a very tliffieult situation coor-
dinating so man), clements and there's so 
much that goes on on a set and so much 
that goes wrong every day. 
" It 's amazing that any movie even gets 
finished, let alone turns out .... ell. There's 
an a\\.fullot o f people and a lot of luck 
involved with it, you know, with any great 
movie, I'm just gradually learning to take 
it all more in stride, both the good movies 
and the difficult mO\'ics and to learn from 
both the difficult day~ and the less difficult 
days. It's the work that's the important 
thing, and doing material that you're com-
mitted to so you can preserve the kind of 
integrity that you think is essential to any 
sort of happiness." 
While many careers in the world rely on 
knowledge and skill, Hoffman says he's 
found the key to success as a director isn't 
anything found in books: it's instinct. 
"I think the director's first job is to tell 
the story; what the story is and [0 know 
each scene's importance to the narrative," 
he says. "Each scene should be there for 
a reason. II' s a piece of information. That 
is an instinctive, very tough part of the 
work," 
Hoffman, who grew up in Payeue, now 
lives in london and docsn't make it back 
to Idaho much an}morc. While his 
energies are focused on making movies, 
Hoffman hasn't forgotten what it was like 
as a struggling scriptwriter . He's part of 
an institute that holds a national screen-
writing competition for young British 
writers under 30. The six best scripts are 
chosen and industry professionals bane 
together to help the writers see what theil 
script could become. In their fifth year 
Pickett: Stardom comes slowly 
A nor Jay Pickett i~ not following the Lana Turner trail to fame and 
fortune. 
~-1ind you, it would be a wonderful 
Cinderella story if he could: Idaho farm 
boy trades in horse and cattle for Tinsel 
Town and bttomes a big star, Out Pickeu 
wasn't discm'cred on a soda foun tain 
stool; he's making his name the way most 
do in HoJly\\.ood: He's start ing OUI slowly, 
hining audition after audi tion, hoping hi~ 
skills and luck will bring on the roles. 
"I'm a long ways from where J want to 
be," the 1984 BSU graduate says, leaning 
back in a chair during a rttent inten'iew 
in Boise. "I want to make a good solid 
living at acting. I don't need to be rich or 
famous as long as I makc a good living." 
As a eollegc student majoJring in theater, 
Pickett knew he had picked a risky career 
to pursue. He came to USU to play foot-
ball, following in the footsteps of older 
brother Dec Pickett, who Was a star 
quarterback for the Broncos and later 
went on to become the.reigning national 
champion cowboy on the professional 
rodeo circuit. Jay Pickett first sought a 
communication major, but found the 
draw of the stage and lights tOO luring. 
'" made up my mind a long lime ago 
that' wanled to be an actor," he says, 
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admitting that at the time reactions to his 
choice were "not very good." 
"I kept it from my pareOls for a long 
time," he says. 
After graduation, Pickett left his 
family's ranch near Caldwell and headed 
for Los Angeles. He enrolled at UCLA, 
receiving a master's degree in theater. 
"You know, I've been thinking aboul 
this a lot," he says. " When I went to 
UCLA. there were other graduate students 
that had gone 10 olher schools and came 
from all over the United States. But I com-
pared what I had learned at DSU to th~ir 
educations and I was equally or more 
prepared than they were," 
Much of Pickett's theatrical knowledge 
came from his leading roles in BSU pro-
ductions of The Imporrance of Being 
Earnest. She Stoop.~ to Conquer. Joan of 
Lorraine and Night Warch. 
So far, Pickett's Hollywood career 
hasn't seen Quite as many leading roles. 
To date, Pickett had a major role as a 
disturbed army deserter on television's 
China &ach, was a guest star on the Rags 
to Riches television series, and had a 
featured role in a low-budget " Animal 
House-type movie" Ihat shall remain 
nameless. 
Not bad for a year of ..... ork. Especially 
the non'profit workshops are "working 
pretty well. ,. 
Although considering a movc to Los 
Angeles so he can be closer to Idaho, 
Ho ffman has resisted the glamour and 
glitz of the American movie mecca. He 
now shares a house in London with three 
others and a host of sorts who "are there 
a lot, but don't Jive there." They all write 
am.I work on movies, and Hoffman says 
the camaraderie not only provides support 
but helps the group maintain perspecti ... es 
on filmmaking as an art - not a business. 
"We very purposefully don't live in 
Hollywood to try to free ourselves from 
(he pressures that go with Hollywood -
the pressure 10 become part of the system. 
A goa l that all of us really have is 10 stay 
free of that," he says, "and to keep doing 
things we feel are important, rather than 
things that someone else feels arc impor-
tant. There are things that we should be 
doing, things that would be more 
lucrative, things that ,,'auld make us more 
money, but we're just trying vcry hard to 
encourage each other not to sell out." 0 
-
, 
-
Jay Pickett 
when you consider that for every open 
rolc. there are at least 200 other actors 
standing in line. And that's only after the 
casting directors have selected thcm from 
thousands of photos, 
"J've gOt to be remembered before I can 
be forgolten," he says, but refuses to 
think about what might happen if he 
docsn't succeed, 
"I don't allow myself to talk about that. 
My biggest fear is not succeeding and then 
I'd have to move away to do something 
else," he says. "When I moved down 
there, I said 'This could take me 10 years,' 
I wasn't expecting things to happen o ... er-
night. The real actors will eventually get 
their shot." 0 
Grant: Singin' his way to fame 
P aul Grant 13ughs about il now. He recalls the time when he had the 
biggest shOi of his life - 10 audition 
beforecomposer/ lyricist Sammy John and 
the director of the Santa Barbara Musical 
Theatre - and having only memorized the 
song the day before. forgol the \.\ords and 
knod::ed over several pictures that adorned 
the composer's grand piano. 
And it got worse, Grant says. Because 
the composer started asking him if he 
knew this song, or that song. or even this 
one until Grant, who knew none of them, 
felt like a fool slandin~ in the man's living 
room. 
"Not all my experiences have been 
positive," the 28·year-old singer lactor 
says. "That was nor a good experience." 
Granl, who left DSU in 1984 as Paul 
Grant Totten. has seen bener days in 
Hollywood. And although he's finding the 
going a liule bit rough, he says he has 
amassed enough experiences to last a 
lifetime. 
Perhaps the most shining moment thus 
far for Grant was his appearance in direc-
tor John Huston's rinal film. The Dc.1d. 
") was the only non-Irish person in The 
Dead. he says. "I had a speaJ..ing part and 
spent eight weeks filming . It was a fan -
tastic experience. It was great working 
\\ith Huston, who was one of America's 
greatest directors. It was very iOlert"Sting 
to watch him work and I'll never get to 
work with another director like him." 
Grant says he appeared frcqueOily in the 
movie, although the scene he spoke in 
ended up on the cutting room floor. 
But that's all rig;lt for Gram; it's not 
the silver screen he's interested in, but the 
stage. 
"I haven't pursued film or movies 
because my first IMe is mu~icaJ theater." 
he says. "I find making films fairly 
tedious; thc theater is a much more 
creati\'c medium and it is more immediate. 
Grant starred in several productions at 
Boise Stale, including the part of 
"Freddy" in My Fair Lady, which was the 
inaugural production at the Morrison 
Center. 
"I've been in 15 stage productions in 
two years," he says. "There are fewer 
roles for musicallhealer, bul SO rar it has 
been good for me. In the fulure. I'd like 
to try to divide my time between the stage 
and movie roles." 
Sproule: From skis to stunts 
Y OU could cal! Scott Sproule a utility player. 
On the movie set. he's acted, been a 
stunt man, created special effects, amI 
done grip work. He knows both sides of 
the set - in front of the camera and 
behind. He doesn't specialize - he 1ike~ 
doing everything. 
That's exactly what Sproule wa~ like 
whcn he attended Boise State University 
10 years ago. 
" I majort.'d in psychology because that's 
Ihe subject that held my interest, but I 
100L: a lot of business and arl. I enjoyed 
going to SChool," the 1979 BSU graduate 
says. "I tried to be undeclared. but when 
I was a senior they told me I had to choose 
a major and most of my classes were in 
psychology so I chose that." 
Sproule probably enjoyed college so 
much because he did it one semester at a 
time, taking the spring seme~ters off to 
5ki. But Sproule was no ski bum; shushing 
down the slopes is how he made his living. 
"I grew up skiing," says the Ketchum 
resident, who spent 12 years as a profes-
sional skier. "It's a real addiction when 
you want to do it and I dccitled I wantetl 
to try to make money as a skier." 
By pestering local photographers, 
Sproule became a model for still pictures, 
naunting skiwear and other dothe~. Thai 
led to parts in ski movies, which he startctl 
on a local level and eventually led to work-
ing for the famed Warren Miller. 
"The photographers arc always looking 
for somebody who can ski. but it's a dif-
ferent kind of skiing. Your have to ski for 
the camera. It may be just one turn or 
thr~. but you have 10 make it look ex· 
citing and real. It's a real challenge and 
you have to work at il." he says. 
It was one of those ski movies that 
opened the door for Sproule's work as a 
slLInt man. ShoOling the movie Runaway 
Train in Alaska. the cold and snow 
reminded one Sllln! coordinator of his 
work with Sproule in Sun Valley. Shortly 
thereafter, Sproule was doing stunts in 
Ala~ka. 
"Stunt acting is something you sort of 
pick up," he says. "They'll teach you how 
Grant is also looking far ahead .... i'h the 
dreams of slarting his o~ n theater or pro-
duction company. 
Grant worked with a marketing firm in 
Doise for IwO years before he packed up 
and moved to Hollywood. 
"I came to the point that I realized 20 
years from now I would feel disappointed 
if I hadn't tried," he says ... ) also believed 
that I could do it. I had things thai were 
marketable. It was something) had to at 
lea .~t try; it's what I really love to 
do." 0 
10 fight and drive. You learn some Iricks 
and then go out and praclice." 
Sproule's favorite work as a stunt per-
son was in Cherry 2()()(). a movie ne~'er 
released in the U.S. 
"It was an increclihle project. with Ihe 
action and the things we could tlo. We 
were working all over Nevada and Death 
Valley," he says. "But I saw the moyie 
while I was in Mexico; it's a really crummy 
movie." 
His diverse work in Hollywood has 
given Sproull: the opportunity 10 work for 
directors Sleven Speilberg and Bob 
Zemeckis. He recently completed work on 
Speilberg's Who Framed Rog .. r Rabbit? 
and just returned from Mexico where he 
was doing special effects and grip work on 
a Walt Disney film Te.:-ny lV«nies -
Grounded. 
His other work includes Masters of the 
Unj~'erse, as a double for Tom Hanks in 
Dragnel, and television shows, Deadly 
Triangle and Swan Song. 
His ..... ork takes him away from hi~ 
home in Ketchum, where he would like to 
continue living. In the future. he !>a.ys, he'd 
like to sec more work come home with 
him. 0 
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Foundation News 
Merchants Donate To BSU 
The Broadway Shopping Center mcrchant~ sponsored BSU 
Appreciation Days in April to recognize and sho .... their 
appreciation for business from the: campus community. 
The merchants donated S~OO 10 BSU's general scholarship 
fund along v.ith various priz~ and gift certificates. Ken Miller, 
Broadway Center Albertson's manager and Merchants Associa-
lion president. presented thncholarship fund check 10 Ben E. 
Hancod., Jr ", e.l(t'cutivc: dira:lor of the IlSU Foundation. 
Micron Donates 2,000 Shares 
WarJ Parkinson, vi~ chairman of Micron Technology in 
Bois.:-. halo donated 2,000 shares of the company's stock 10 be 
used for scholarships 011 BOise Stale. 
The gifl establishes the Ward Parkinson ScholarShip Fund 
in Technology. which will provide scholarships for slUdents 
working in the SimplotiMicron Ttthnology Center video 
transmission prOl{ram. 
Hancock Receives Fulbright 
Boise State University Dirtttor of Development Ben Hancock 
spent the summer among the bagpipes and kilts in Scotland 
on a 1988 Fulbright Fellowship under the United Stales-United 
Kingdom Academic Administrators Exchange Program. 
From May through July, Hancock evaluated established in-
stitutional development programs al the University of Edin-
burgh. He has advancement experience at Pennsylvania State 
University, Maryville College and James \ 'Iadi son University 
and is completing his doctorate at the University of Virginia. 
His dissenation topic concerns private philanthropy for higher 
educa tion in the United Kingdom. 
Funded by the Fulbright Scholar Program and the British 
Council, the fellowships give both American and British cam-
pus administrators thc cha nce to study and work abroad. 
Z2 
Giving Notes 
The Willard M. Overgaard Scholarship Fund has been 
established by the political science department to honor 
0\ crgaard's 15 years of service as its chairman. Contributions 
to the Overgaard endowl'd !oCholarshlp may be made to the BSU 
Foundathm, 1910 Uni\ersily Dr., Boise, ID 83725. 
This year's BSU graduates have established a permancnt en-
dowed scholarship. The fund ..... iII scrve as a fitting reminder 
of the generosity and I.:aring of the Class of 1988 as \\ ell as assist 
deserving BSU st udents in the future. 
Contributions to the: Harry K. Fritchman Biology Scholar-
ship now total $8,900. l-ri tchman retired this year after teaching 
]4 years at BoisI!' Slate. 
Recipients of lynne I'ereday/ Domingo Ansotcgui Scholar-
ships for study in San Sebastian, Spain, during the 1988-89 
academic year are: David A. Gerggren , Jennifer J. Braun and 
Todd A. Dehlin, all BOise, and Rosemarie Sch'o\'arlenbcrger 
of Roberts . 
BSUF Receives Estate Gifts 
The Boise SUite: University Foundation recenlly rccei\'ed lhret 
estate gifts for scholarships and loans. 
The first gift, 574,777 from the estate of John and Benha 
Case, will be u~cd to provide marching band and athletic 
scholarships. 
The second gift, 5J~,ooo, is from the Edna M. Allen Estate, 
and of thaI amount, $2~,OOO will establish an endowed scholar-
ship in her name. The remaining 510,000 will be uS«! for the 
Gresner-Cecil Memorial Studem Loan Fund. 
The third gift. S5.OOO. comes from the estale of Signe B. 
Baird, the wife of the late Ed Baird. Ed Baird, founder of 
Baird's Cleaners and a legislator , was a leader for Raise Junior 
College's transi tion to a four -year college and a university. 
Memorial Gifts Important 
Memorial gifts in the form of contributions to the Boise: State 
University Foundation have betn recognized as a thoughtful 
way to honor relatives, friends, leachers or business associates 
and at the same time e:cpress suppan for the university. 
BSU receives many inquiries regarding memorial giflS. Dona-
tions range from single modest contributions to hundreds of 
gifts for the creation of endowed funds. Endowed funds are 
popular, in particular. because they provide permanent 
memorials, t\ gift of 55,000 or more is invested and the interest 
gained provides money for scholarships and university projects. 
Because the original capital is never SpeOl, the fund I.:ontinues 
perpetually. 
If you would like to know more about memorial gifts to BSU 
or if you would like to make a memorial gift. contact the BSU 
Foundation, 1910 University Drive. Boi~. ID 8372S, or call 
(208) 385-3276. 
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The Birds of 
Paradise (Lost?) 
By Glenn OakIcy 
Mayan T emp1e Four rises 40 feet above the jungle, like the peak of a moun, lain breaking through dense clouds. At the top of the limestOne block 
pyramid, Chuck. Turley perches on 3 ledge and 
scans the green treetop horizon y"ilh a pair of 
binot-'lllars. Brilliant red-spotted butternies alight 
on his log book, fanning their wings rhythmically. 
The screams of howler monleys bre'J.K the 
iltC<idy hum of inWCis, disturbing the sleep of 
jagll3rs. Below the canopy of trees that stret<:h 
away from the temple are coatimundis, peccar-
ries, lapir, deer, ocelots, a fisher-l.ike animal called 
a lyra, spider monkeys, boas, fer de lances. vipers, 
countless reptiles, thousands of species of insects 
and hundreds of bird species. Toucans, parrots 
and parakeets fly about the trees like brilliant bits 
of color blowing in the wind. 
And soaring just above the treetops an ornate 
hawk eagle appears, wings outstretched, its 
feathered crest blown slraight back. Turley, a 
Boise State graduate student in raptor biology, 
trains his binoculars on the bird and follows its 
flighL 
For wildlife. birds and biologists, thCEe tropical 
forests are a paradise. But it is a troubled paradise 
and one tha1 may be lost. 
From Central and South America to Africa, the 
tropical forests are being cut down at an estimated 
rate of 50 acres per minute, Each year an area 
roughly the siI"; of Florida is leveled. In some 
cases the trees are .;ut by villagers to make room 
for subsistence farm plots. that, because of the 
typically thin and poor soils, last but two to three 
years before wearing out, Then a new patch of 
forest is cut. In other areas hugeswalhs of forest 
are dear-cut for lumber or leveled to mak!; room 
for cattle ranches and sugar cane plantations, 
Only 10 percent of the world's tropieal forests 
remain. Ecologists Paul and Anne Ehrlich write 
in (heir book, Exrincriofl, "The fate of tr(Jpical 
forests will be the major factor that determines 
the biological wealth of Earth in the futnre. Those 
extraordinarily vulnerable ecosystems are the 
greateSi single reservoir of biotic diversity on the 
planet." 
Yet these remaining forests are vanishing so 
rapitUy that biologists have yet t(J Identify and 
study many of the native plant and animal species 
that are becoming extinct. 
F rom his Mayan temple perch, Turley is help-ing Jay the groundwork for The Peregrine Fund's ambitious study of the threatened 
rapton of GuaTemala. But with luck and w(Jrk 
the study, dubbed the Maya Proja:t, will do more 
than identifY doomed species; it will provide the 
governments of Guatemala and neighboring 
oountries 'With the information necessary to en· 
sure the survival of the orange-breasted falcon, 
the bat falcon, the harpy eagle and the dozens of 
other raptors in this unique region. 
As The Peregrine Fund successfully condudes 
it& original mission of propagating and releasing 
peregrines into the wilds of the United States. ir 
is meeting an increasing demand and need to 
apply its skills in the equatorial regions of the 
world. 
The ornate hawk eagle Ie one of 25 rnptom nattvr. to the tropical 'ometa of northlJm Guatemala. 
AutMlIl 'Th!>rlItfom phOIO 

Thc Maya Project is onc of three major 
tropical raptor projccts managed by Thc 
!'en'grine Fund. The Boise-based lIo'ildlife 
organization is conducting a propagation 
and release program \\ ith Mauritius 
kestrels on the African i~land of f\ lauritius 
;md ,"ith aplomado falcons in \Ie'\ieo and 
the American Southwest. The Peregrine 
Fund also is ;n\ohed in several other 
~maller or develoring projects, including 
a study of the teita falcon along the 
Zambezi Ri\er in Zambia, and establish· 
mcnt of a capt ive breeding program for 
the Philippine eagle. 
I f the tropical raplor~ can be saved, then 
the rest of the plants and animals that 
comprise the troptcal forests may also be 
~a"ed. "If you want to preserve an 
eco,ystem," say~ Peregrine Fund presi-
dent Bill Burnham, "focus on the larger 
predalors such as jaguars and harp), 
eagles. Those raptors requiring a large ter-
rilory are lools you use to calculate a park 
size ... 
Because raptors tend to li\·c re .... ' and fa r 
between and rcproduce relatively slowly. 
Peter Jenny, the tropical research coor· 
d inator for The Peregrine Fund. says, 
"they can disappear overnight without the 
ability to repopu late themselvcs." Jenny 
says "flagship species" such as the 
magnificeni harpy eagle can also ser .. e as 
"focal points around \\ hieh you can ex-
cite the general public. What benerits 
harpy eagles benefits other thi ngs as well." 
B ut in the tropics so little re~eareh has been conducted. says Burnham, Ihat "we haven't e\en known hollo to 
find the birds of prey. I f you don't know 
where they nest there's no way you can 
manage them." 
Enter Turley. In the spring of 1988 
Turley experimented with three different 
techniques for locating tropical raptors in 
Tikal Nat ional Park: acoust ir.:al luring, 
observation from the ground while walk-
ing transects, and observation from 
emergent trees and Temple Four, a Mayan 
ruin. Turley, along with three o ther 
American biologists and four Guatemalan 
park rangers, hacked 40 miles of trail in 
the jungle and climbed 15 emergent trees 
- tn.:es which rise 10-30 feet above the 
70-foot forest canopy . Si.'(teen study 
transects were established and the three 
study techniques were applied on all, from 
mid-February through mid-June . 
The acollsticalluring technique involved 
playing a tape recording of a wood-
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The l irst Mauritius kestrel hatched In Boise. 
pec ker's distress call and waiting to see 
what would come flying in for dinner. 
Someti mes a crested eagle would silently 
glide through the trees and aligh t on a limb 
just above the biologists. On a few occa-
sions the distress call lu red in ocelots, 
which would crcep wit hin feet of the tape 
recorder, oblivious to the researchers 
silt ing next to it. 
But far and away the most successful 
technique was observation from thc 
emergent trees and Mayan Temple Four. 
The temple lookout was the easiest and 
most comfortable. To climb the emergent 
trees, a line would ~ strung ovcr a limb 
80- 100 feet above the ground and the 
rescarchers would climb st raight up the 
rope on jumars, a rock climbing device. 
Once at the top the researcher would make 
himself as comfortable as possible on the 
narrow limb and scan th e trectops for six 
hours while look ing out for poisonous 
snakes and stinging anlS. Occasionally 
huge bee swarms woul d cruise by within 
a few fee t of the perch. 
In a given day, 6·1 00 raptors might be 
sighted from the emergent trees . Some 
raptors ..... ere identified fro m the treetop 
perches solely by their calls; they never 
rose above the forest canopy. 
The study team documented for the first 
time the nests and chicks of (he barred 
forest falcon. Turley says the forest 
falcon, which had been presumed to be 
quite rare, may actually be "one or two 
of the mOSt common raptors do ..... n there." 
h s secretive habits may have contributed 
to its presumed rarity. he says . 
Con"ersely, the rare ha r!?y eagle re-
mained undetected during the entire study . 
Next spring the second phase of the 
Maya Project .... iII pick up where Turley 
left off. His observation techniques will be 
applied to s[}Ccific raptor species in an 
effort to discover the basic life histories 
of the birds - where and .... hen they breed 
and nest, when their young fl edge ..... here 
and what they hunt. 
Once the natural history of the birds is 
understood, The Peregrine Fund will sug· 
gest areas in northern Guatemala - the 
Peten region - where parks might be 
established or expanded to guarantee the 
survival of the raptors. 
Across the \\orld from Guatemala, on the small I ndian Ocean island of Mauritius, The Peregri ne Fu nd is 
embarked on a project to save the rarest 
falcon in the world. the Mauriti us kestre l. 
Master's program boasts top resources 
Boise Stale University's biolog) 
department instituted its master' s 
degree program in raptor biology ;n 
January 1987, creat ing in one year a 
highly respected and innovative 
re~earch and education team. 
Twelve graduate sludents from 
ar.:ross the country are currently en-
rolled in the program, working on pro-
jectS ranging from the re-establishment 
of kestrels off the coast of Africa to a 
study of rough-legged hawks in north-
ern Alaska. Principal faculty members 
directing raplor studies include Marc 
Bechard and Tom Cade, formerly of 
Cornell University and founder of The 
Peregrine Fund. The program draws 
hea\ily on all members of the biolog) 
department, as well a~ specialists in 
a~~ociated disciplines. 
The program is strengthened not 
onl) by the caliber of the facult y. but 
by the resources readi ly available : The 
Peregrine Fund 's World Center for 
Birds of Prey, the Bird~ of Prey 
Natura l Area, and the Idah o 
wi lderness. The student s and faculty 
work closely \\ ith The Peregrinc Fund 
and ~uch agencies as the Fish and 
Wildlife Service, the Idaho Department 
of hsh and Game. the Bureau of Land 
Management and the U.S. Forest 
Servir.:e. 
History is not on the side of the falcon 
or the island it occupies. Uninhabited until 
the 17th century, the island of Mauritius 
originally was home to some 22 native 
birds, including the dodo. Today, says 
Willard Heck of The Peregrine Fund, 
"half of them are gone and the other half 
are in trouble." 
Once a tropical wildlife sanctuary, Mauritius is now considered the most densely populated nation in 
the world, with 1 million people living on 
an island the size of Ada County. Heck, 
who directs the tropical raptor breeding 
program al the World Center for Birds of 
Prey and on the island of Mauritius. says, 
"You can see across the entire remaining 
habitat of the birds." 
Boi se State graduate student Jody 
Carter. who "ill relUrn to Mauritius next 
winter to continue her slUdies of the 
Mauritius kestrel, explains. "They li\l.' in 
the forest and there's very lillie forest left. 
And what forest is left is being invaded by 
exotic plants." E.xotic plants are non· 
native tree species which choke out the 
native vegetation. 
Carter's slUdy, under the auspices of 
The Peregrine Fund, is to determine where 
the kestrels, which prey almost exclusively 
on gecko lizards, arc hunting. It is 
unknown whether the exotic forests sup-
port healthy gecko populations, and, if 
they do, whether the kestrels are able to 
hunt in the denser foliage of these forests. 
Carter has radio-tagged one of the seven 
nesting Mauritius kestrel pairs remaining 
in the wild. She plans to tag additional 
kestrels on her return trip. Carter will be 
joined by her husband, Michael Jones. A 
graduate botany student at BSU, Jones 
will st udy the invasion of exotic trees on 
the island . 
If history is not on the side of the 
Mauritius kestrel , ingenuity may be. The 
Peregrine Fund is not only creating more 
of the birds through captive propagation, 
it is attempt ing 10 change the very hunting 
habits of the kest rels. 
As it did with peregrines, the organiza-
tion is breeding the kestrels in captivity 
and releasing them into the wild. But the 
released kestrels are being indoctrinated in 
the hunting of birds instead of geckos. 
"What we're trying to do is help the 
bird adapt to a different environment," 
says Burnham. "We're e:l(pcrimenting 
with changing it from a lizard eater to a 
bird eater." 
Captive bred kestrels are being fed birds 
A white hawk peers through the jungle 
in hope that they will become so accus-
tomed to eating birds that they will hunt 
them when released onto the island. The 
kestrels have proven their ability to cap-
ture small birds, but whether the hunting 
instincts develolXd over thousands of 
years can be changed in a few generations 
remains to be seen. But their existence may 
well depend on it. "Their habitat is 
doomed," says Heck. "They either adapt 
or they're gone." 
One other ray of hope for the Mauritius 
kestrel is a proposal to transplant the 
falcons to a nearby island. And it may be 
possible to literally weed out many of the 
exotic trees that are overtaking the remain-
ing natural forest on Mauritius. 
D espite the sometimes desperate situation of the tropical foresls, biologists remain cautiously opti-
mistic. Barring the sudden development of 
a cattle ranch in the Peten, for example. 
Jenny believes the destruction of the 
northern Guatemalan forests may be slow-
ing. Tourism for \\ildlifc and bird-
watching is proving its economic value to 
many governments of tropical counlrics. 
In the meantime, biologists will be 
scrambling to collect data and develop 
techniques necessary 10 understand the 
raptars of the tropics. 
With ttopical raptor biologists com-
bining the most basic e\ploratory field 
work in rem()(e jungle locations \\ith some 
of the most high-tech experiments (such 
as cryogenics - freezing raptor semen for 
artificial insemination) Burnham says, 
"It's an exciling lime to be a biologist in-
terested in birds of prey." r:J 
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Story and photos by Glenn O:JJ,/ey 
ere's an interesting dilemma. What if the last wolf on eanh \\ere 
attacking the last whooping crane? Each animal would require the 
death - and extinction - of the other to ensure ils own survival. 
The discO\'cries made by Boise Stale entomologist Charles Baker on thc 
mountainsides above the Salmon River seemed 10 present a similar - if 
smaller scale - conundrum. Fortunately, the two species imohed in 
Baler's slUdy, ..... hile still ... cry rare. may be more abundant than scientists 
originally thought. 
The Slory began in 1936, when river boatman Ed MacFarlane guided 
twO Harvard botanists down Hells Canyon and sho\\ed them a nower nevcr 
before identified. 
The plant went down in Ihc botanical books as l\1irabilis madarlallei. 
Mimbilis means wonderful. A member of the four-o'dock family, the plant 
produces a profusion of brilliant magenta flowers in the spring. Each 
blossom lasts only one oay. The deep-throated flowers open in the early 
morning or late afternoJon, nre rmllinated during the day. amI then clo~e. 
By the following day they arc but shriveled remnants of their previou~ glory, 
surrounded by a new cluster of flowers. Within one or two weeks, all of 
the blossoJms will have bloomed and withered. 
Few people have seen MacFarlane's four-o'clock in bloom. and not only 
because the flower offers such a shari blossoming. Mirabilis is Idaho's first 
and only capital "R" rare plant, as designated under the federal Endangered 
Species Act. 
s a member of the four-o'clock family, Mirabilis is far from home. 
Most four-o'clocks are native to the American SOuth .... est. But in Idaho 
they have clung to a narrow geographic and climatic zone, occurring in 
a few cluslers from Hells Canyon 10 Ihe Salmon River north of Riggins. 
Each population is Isolated and distinct. 
When Ihe federal environmental agencies Slarted looking at Mirabilis. 
as mandated by Ihe Endangered Species Act, they as!..ed Bakcr 10 deter-
mine whal inseclS were responsible for pollinating Ihe planl. The concern, 
notes Baker, was Ihal the pollinating insect might be speciric to Mirabilis 
and therefore by definitiOIl also endangered. 
So in summer 1983 Baker headed north lI,ith his insect nets and vials 
and camped out next to the plants. looking for the pollinators. "Th<lt 
chapter opened and elosed within the span of one week." recalls Baker. 
Plain old ordinary bumblebees handled the pollinating. 
But there was more than one chapter to the entomological hook for 
Mirabilis. While Baker W<lS finishing up his pollinator studies on "·lirabili.~. 
someone noticed <I tiny, beautifully patterned moth that seemed to linger 
around the plant. frequently sitting mutionless on its leaves for a day at 
a time. 
Baker was intrigued and he started examining this little moth. Could 
this insect be responsible for the blotched leaves they had noticed? 
Entomological sleuthing ensued. Baker set out to discO\·er the life cyele 
of the moth. and sure enough. it ..... as the culprit. 
The female moths, he disco\-ered, lay eggs on the underside of Mirabili.~ 
leaves. When the eggs hatch some 13 days later, the lan'ae tunnel into Ihe 
leaves and proceed 10 chew their way through the succulent greenery, just 
beneath Ihe surface or the leaf skin. Then the larvae pupale. turning into 
the 
adult moths, which in turn lay more eggs on the [1 
tion of larvae arc more numerous and damagin! 
dreds of them munching on the leaves of a sin! 
his moth \~as a parasite, harming a rare am 
might presume that the automatic reaction v 
to "conlrol" - ~hieh is to say kill-this pest. 
sideration here. This moth feeds solely on Mirabi 
as rare as the plant. In faci it is probably more 
populations of Mirabilis have now been disco\( 
the popUlations seem to have moths eating on 
indeed. 
"As a biologist," ~ays Baker, "I have more 
than the Mirabilis. It'~ almost as if the moths are 
fly very far away they won't drown. but they n 
"My hope is we'll rind abundant moths throug 
~uch that there'll be no concern. But if there is COl 
the Endangered Species Act, the moth should t 
Baker is continuing his study (If the moth's Ii 
mine how it overwinters. He suspects that onl: 
hatching in the spring tn start the process anew. I 
be a trying task; they Me as small as the grains 
roots of Mirabilis. 
Ba!..er has raised the mOlhs in captivity. as we 
plants in Oregon and California, in pursu it of It 
comparative studies will help him determine if tl 
~pecies, as he suspects. If so, as the moth's disc{ 
righl to name the insect. just as the two Harvard b 
He has yet to settle on a name. 0 
The second genera-
Ihc: plant, \\ith hun-
ind,n",,«IplanL One 
be 10 devisc a way 
there is another con-
and hence it is at least 
While 10 separate 
in Idaho, not all of 
A mixed blessing 
[_'01"",«1 .. ·' 
trying to deter-
eggs remain vital, 
finding the eggs can 
sand that cling to the 
others from rc:lated 
lire mysleries. These 
moth is indeed a ncl\, 
he would have the 
named Mit.1bifis. 
Barely distinguishable, <II 
moth rests on a Mil1Jbilis 
le.I, top left. Above, Baker 
inspects a Mirabi1i8 bush on 
II canyon hillside. A closer 
view 01 thellower is at lett. 
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Selling 0 
the Sa"Wt 
Will a national park 
bring big bucks 
or big headaches? 
By Bob Evancho 
magine Idaho's Sawtooth Na-
tional Recreation Area (SNRA) as 
a nalional park. The vision con-
jures up thoughts both exciting 
and disconcerting. On one hand it 
would prominently showcase the 
state's natural beauty. Moreover, 
it would surely mean an infusion 
of money with an invasion of 
tourists. Ah! but therein lies the 
image thallroubles many Idahoans: hordes of intruders 
with gas-guzzling RVs and car-shallcring ghetto blasters 
harassing our wildlife and dumping Ions of garbage on 
our beloved mountains. 
AI opposite ends of these suppositions are state Sen. 
Laird Noh and Boise Siale political scientist John 
Freemulh, both members of an ad hoc advisory board 
formed by U.S. Rep. Larry Craig to examine the ruture 
$latus or the Sawtooth area . 
Noh does not want the Sawtooth area to become a 
nalional park. In addition to an incursion or outsiders, 
he believes a park would create a second undesirable ele-
ment: insurncient natural resource management. 
Freemuth thinks Ihe SNRA should become a national 
park - ir ii's done correct ly and responsibly. In addi-
tion to boosting tourism and enhancing the state's image 
as a scenic location, it would also protect the environ-
ment, he says. 
Craig believes Idahoans should ponder both view-
points. That is why Noh and Frccmuth are on the 
13-member committee, which was organized in late 1987 
and will submit its final report, edited by Freemulh, 
to Craig in late July. 
With Stanley In I"" foregro.Jnd. 1M panonlmic view shows the 
unique beauty of the Sawtooth rang.. Chili Bowen photo 
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In an interviev. ..... ith FOCUS from his 
Washington, D.C., office, Craig points 
out that the advisory board was not 
char!ed v.ith determi ning ..... hether or not 
a national par~ should be established, but 
to make recommendations only. The con-
gressman sa)"s he expects partisan views on 
the subject, ho ..... ever. " If)"ou look at the 
committee, you will find there arc strong 
supporters of the pad, idea and there arc 
those very much oppoSt.'d to it," says 
Craig. "That didn't happen by accident, 
that was my intention; that is why we have 
prople like Laird Noh and John Frcemuth 
on the committee." 
Noh and Frcemuth may represent con-
nicting views on the Sav.tooth issue, but 
there is one consensus in the debate: With 
its turquoise lakes, spectacular .... ·aterfalls 
and jagged granite praks, the SNRA meets 
the e>:.:acting standards required of 
America's national parks. 
I t'5 an elite group indeed. Beginni ng "'ith Yelloy,..stone in 1872, only 49 sites ha\e been deemed worthy of national 
park status. "These are our specia l 
places," Frccmuth says. "The historic 
reason that many of them were set aside 
v.as because of their scenic attractiveness. 
Lately we've slartcd to talk about the 
ecology as being important, tOO, and the 
uniqueness of somc of them as parts of 
ecosystems. " 
Given the notioll that the Sawtooths are 
up to snuff as a national park a nd con-
sidering Idaho's political and economic 
climalc. Craig belicvesl!'S lime to reopen 
the Sav.tooth debate. " 1 have said Ihal this 
is wonh revie ..... ing. I h,,"'e never been one 
who has said a park is the ansv.er," he 
comments. Ne ... erthelcss, Craig points out 
that because many national parks tend to 
be "destination targets" for touris ts, they 
generate national attention and help 
stimulate the economy of the surrounding 
area. "Most [Western] statr:s that have ex-
perienced good and sound economic 
growth and development in the tou rism 
and recreation indust ries have had a major 
magnet with which to pull people," he 
says. " Idaho does nOI have that magnet. 
We ha\c a lot of little magnets. States like 
Colorado (with Rocky Mountain National 
Park] have found that by having a major 
magnet . all the small magnets benefit .. . . 
J don't want to see Idaho become another 
California, but at the same time we need 
to provide for economic stability and job 
opportunities for Ida hoans." 
Stating that minimal growth is a nti-
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er..... of the Moon "- the un6que ct. ........ " •• OU • ..,,. tor IWIMoMII pert __ 
-""""-Craters could be first park 
By Bob E ~ am:ho 
Don't be '>urprised if Idaho gets a nallonal park soon And don't be 
100 surprised if it's not Ihe Sa"tooth 
National Recreation Area (SNRA) . 
There is a movement afoot to expand 
Craters of the Moon National Monu-
ment 10 include Crystal Icc Ca\'es, the 
Great Rift National LAndmark and Bia 
Southern Bulle, all located on Ihe 
de\crc of the Snake Rh'er Plain. and 
make it a national park to com· 
memorate Idaho's Cenlennial In 1990. 
There arc Ihree primary rcawn!. why 
Craters of Ihe Moon ha!> a belter 
chance than the SNRA 10 become 
Idaho's first national park: 
• Qualities. To become a national 
park, a site must be of nail final 
significance. have a diversity of unique 
r~rces and receive both con.res-
stonal and presidential appro\·al . With 
its unique lava formalions, many 
belie\le Craters of the Moon is wonhy 
of national park status. The move also 
has the backing of U.S. Rep. Richard 
Stallings. 
• Management. Craters of the 
Moon is already under the direction of 
the National Park Sel"1l'icc. Compared 
to the SNRA, steps to make the area 
a national park ,",ould be Telath'ely 
easy. Says BSU political scientist and 
parks expert John Jo'rcemulh, "You 
could enlar8~ Ihe boundaries ... and 
)"ou could simply change the name 
through Congress and, bingo, you've 
got a park." 
• Linie ~tton. State Sen. Laird 
Noh, an opponenl of lhe Sawtooth 
proposal. doesn't have any problem 
y,ith Craters of the Moon becoming a 
national park . "(Craters of Ihe \toon1 
is prelly much a single-usc type area," 
he says. "There is liule huntina and 
link Iluina. I just don't sense any up-
poIition to thlt proposal." 
What are the ebanen of Craters of 
the MOOD becoming a naltonal park in 
199O? Jane Leeson, rqtonal aMOI.:iale 
ror the Wilderness Society's Boise 
office, believo they are "pretly darn 
lood." First of aU, ~he notes the sup-
port from StaJlin[ts. and many of the 
surroundinl communities. "There 
aren't any real conflicts and there don't 
wtm 10 be any roadblocks," Leeson 
says. "It should be full steam ahead." 
Nevcnhd~, neither Craters of the 
Moon nor the Sawtooths aTC a Mioo-in 
to become America'!; next national 
park. The desipation prOCC$", Frft-. 
muth poinu oul, isvcry slow . "A sood 
\."'Om("llrisoa for Idahoans would be the 
Grand Tctom [National Park)," h~ 
says. "It's obviously a marvelously 
spt\,1acuw area, but it took 50 yean. 
for it 10 become a park." Another e",· 
ample is Ne\'ada's Great Basin, which 
became lhe nation's 49th national part 
J;.I~ AuJUS! - 63 years after ~on 
to make it a park was first introduced. 
Moreover, the fint proposal to make 
tbe Sawtooths a national park was in-
trodUl..'Cd in 1911. "It's alona process," 
Frccmuth says. "It takes a slow 
buildinl up of support by various 
groups." 0 
cipated in Idaho's timber, mining and 
agricullUre induSlries, Craig believes the 
state "has a natural leaning toward" the 
tourism and r~'t;'rcation industries. That is 
why he says Idaho should consider "using 
our environment, protecting it and still 
generating economy from il." 
Although he admits a national park 
would boost Idaho's economy with an 
inOux of tourists, Noh maintains the 
trade-off is not wOrlh il. "The enjoyment 
that many Idaho citizens get now in the 
Sawtooths would be eroded by masscs of 
people .... I think without question it 
would be good for the restaurant, motel 
and tourist trade in the immediate area 
around the park. Hul against that you 
have to measure the reduction which tends 
to be more dispersed and less rapidly 
measured, but certainl)' significant in the 
aggregate of the loss of nalUral resources, 
the industries that would corne from that, 
and also a certain amount of lost income 
because Idaho citizens would probably 
begin to go elsewhere for their recreational 
experiences. " 
F rccmuth, who has done extensive research and writing, including the dissertation for his Ph.D., on parks 
and other public land issues, agrees Ihat 
stimulating the state's tourist trade is not 
a reason to make the SNRA a national 
park. But the image of the Sawtooths 
suddenly swarming with people is a 
"somewhat groundless fear," he says. 
Citing a study on Yellowstone done by the 
University of Idaho , Freemuth says those 
seeking the isolated backwoods experience 
can still do so in nalional parks. 
"The report said thai about 10 percent 
of Ihc visilors to YeliowslOne use the back-
country, " he says. -'That means most of 
Ihe people are eoncenlratt.'<.I at places like 
Old Faithful, geysers, Grand Canyon of 
Ihe Yellowstone and so forth. That in-
dicates that the park is not that crowded 
in terms of the backcountry. There are 
other parks, such as [Utah's] Canyon-
lands, which are managed as scmi-
wilderness areas. 
'-I don't think anybody wants an over-
crowded park, but in the general sense of 
promoting tourism in Idaho with an 
overall promotion plan, a national park 
would help a lot. Of course it needs to be 
done in a responsible, intelligent way. You 
don't just open up Ihe gates without pro-
per planning and talking 10 all interests in-
volved. If you buy the argument that 
Idaho's economy is important 10 all 
Idahoans and we need to look IOward the 
fUlUre, iI's probably going to be leaning 
more toward tourism and less to mineral 
extraction and timber. Those things will 
still be imponant, bUI they're not going 
to save the state's economy for the next 
100 years. , , , Of course it's a value judg-
ment, but I think the Sawtooth area, in-
cluding the White Clouds and Boulders, 
belongs in the park system; it's simply a 
crown jewel in terms of American scenic 
natural resources." 
With the exception of a sliver of 
Yellowstone, Idaho is the only Western 
state without a national park. Again, Noh 
and Frccmulh concur thai that is no 
reaStln to make Ihe Sawlooths a national 
park . 
Hut Frttmuth believes it does provide 
food for thought. "We shouldn 't look at 
it like a park is some kind of pork barrel 
project thaI belongs in Idaho, anu nobody 
is talking about illhat way. Some sttm to 
be saying, however, Ihat Idaho has spec-
lacular scenery as dot"l e\'ery state around 
it, and the Sawtooths are probably the 
classic area and if people from all over the 
country realized that thai was Idaho , 
perhaps they would wam to visit Idaho 
more. Not just the Sawtooths, but Boi~e, 
the Panhandle and so forth, and most 
people think thai more tourism in Idaho 
would be a nice Wily to help the economy 
that would be relatively elean," he says. 
AllhOUgh there are many who are con\i nced the Sawloolhs should become a national park, it's 
obvious th.e Slate has yet to speak with. a 
united voice on the idea. More than likely. 
it will bea long, drawn out process. "It's 
a mailer of talking to e\"t'ryone inleresled 
in the idea and promoting it," Freemuth 
says, "but e,·emually it will be up to Con-
gress and the citizens." When asked 10 
estimate the chances of seeing the 
Sa ..... lOoths as a national park in our 
lifetime, Freemulh replies, "Fifty-fifty." 
Perhaps Noh best describes the sen-
timents of those who do not buy the argu-
ment that Idaho should intrO<luce and 
show off its scenic beauty and natural 
(Continued on Page 53) 
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Slipping Away 
Dams threaten 
Snake River 
sandbars 
By MaTiI' Russell 
The sands of lime arc disappearing from the shores of the Snake River below Hells Canyon Dam. And because of the dams up-
stream, it won', be long. says a Boise State 
University gcologist, before many of the 
famed river's sandbars arc gone 
completely. 
Sandbars. those stretches of sandy 
beach dispersed along the steep rock walls 
of the canyon. arc most noted as eJlccllent 
camping sites for whitewater rafters and 
fishermen. But the sandy sites also serve 
dherse roles in the ecology and economy 
of the river. 
"Sandbars are vcry important in the 
river system," says Monte Wilson, pro-
fcs.~or of geology and geophysics at Boise 
Slate. "They provide a habitat for certain 
larvae that feed fish and the pea gravel is 
important for spawning for chinook 
salmon. 
"They're imporlant economically 
because the river is a world-class recrea -
tion area and a wild and scenic river with 
national recognition . There's nowhere to 
camp except the sandbars. Brush and 
rocky areas are rre<iominant and snake 
infested ... 
Wihon says the sandbars also provide 
valuable archeological information as 
many abound with artifacts from pre-
historic campsites. 
But the bountiful sandbars along the 
Snilke River are disappearing as regulated 
wilter flows from dams upstream sleaJ the 
fine sands, leaving rock-strewn beaches in 
their wake. 
Inspired by a similar study of the Colo-
rado River in the Grand Canyon, Wilson 
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Wilson, here taking a sample, says sandbars provide valuable arc:haeologlcal lntormation. 
and graduate student Jeff ABreu set OUI 
last summer to document the changes in 
the sandbars since the completion of the 
Hells Canyon Dam in 1968. According to 
Roger Fuhrman. resource coordinator for 
Idaho Power. the dam was built to pro-
"ide power, flood control and recreation. 
Wilson and Allred traveled the river 
sun'eying and photographing the sandbars 
and comparing those with past aerial 
photographic records. 
"We found there had been a major 
decre<l.~e in sandbars along the river, both 
in numbers anti .~ize," Wilson says. 
"Some are totally wiped out." 
In order to determine if indeed the 
damage stemmed from the dam, Wilson 
and Allred compared now characteristics 
of the Salmon River to Ihat of the Snake. 
The Salmon River is a completely natural 
river with no dams, and nows into the 
Snake River west of Grangeville. The two 
rivers are comparable in size and both are 
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bedrock rivers that now through rocky 
canyon terrain. 
Hydrological records of water levels on 
the two rivers were studied to determine 
nuctuations. Allred and Wilson also per-
manently marked the sandbars to see how 
much sediment is deposited and when. 
The results were alarming. The un-
regulated Salmon River not only had more 
sandbars, but they were stable. Whatever 
sand that was washed away by high waters 
was replaced by sediment traveling 
downstream. 
The sandbars on the Snake River, 
however, were diminishing as sand was 
washed away and not replaced. All fingers 
pointed upstream - to Ihe dams. 
"Reservoirs are big sediment traps. In 
a normal situation sandbars are stable. 
sand is coming and going. Sand is replaced 
in spring noods," Wilson says. "This 
won't work on the Snake River because 
there is not a constant supply of sand mov-
ing down the river." 
Tributaries, which also feed the river 
sediment, are few and far between on the 
Snake. The largest tributary on the river 
is the Salmon and Wilson says more sand-
bars exist on the Snake downstream from 
the mouth of the Salmon than do 
upstream. 
A second factor bringing on the demise 
of the sandbars is the fluctuations of the 
river level. Wilson says levels in the 
Salmon River stay relatively low, rise in 
spring and fall again in July. 
The water levels in the Snake, however, 
are "unnatural." 
"There arc some very abrupt drops," 
Wilson says, pointin!! to graphs of the 
river levels. "In a day, the river can go 
from 50,000 cubic feet per ~(X.'Ond (cfs) to 
15,000. The river level can drop 18-24 
inches overnight." 
Wilson explains that loose sand slips orr 
with the water when the level i!> dropped , 
so that "each time the water drops, you 
lose sand." And, he says, because Idaho 
Power operates the dam for peaking elec-
tricity demands, the water levels rise and 
fall constantly. 
"II's prelly damaging to the river," 
Wilson says. "It's great for electricity 
users but pretty dangerous for the !>and-
bars." 
Fuhrman says the river flo .... s can 
chan!!t: up to I foot an hour, with river 
flows increasing during the day and 
decreasing at night. The water flows arc 
regulated to maintain a level of at least 
13,000 ds at Lime Point, whkh is bela ..... 
where the Salmon River flows into the 
Snake. Fuhrman says the Federal Power 
Commission determined that level was 
needed as a navigation n .. 'quirement when 
it was thought that are would be 
transported via lhe river. The are mining 
never panned out but the regulation 
remains. 
Physical changes occur at the sandbars 
as sand is filtered away. "Armoring" 
results ..... hen sand is remo\'ed, exposing 
coarse locks and debris tOO he3\"Y to noal 
away. Brush is beginning to encroach 
upon the beaches where fine sands haJ 
before inhibited vegetation. 
"After a year my conclusion is there is 
not enough sClnd in the system. We 
originally thought sand ..... as accumulating 
in the river channels and could be 
redeposited, but it doesn't appear to us 
that there's enough sand in the system for 
" Brush has encroaChed the sandbars where tine sand had before inhibited vegetation. 
that," Wilson says. "They could try get-
ting sand out of the reservoirs but it looks 
impossible. ,. 
Disappearing sandbars arc not keeping 
their problems to themselves. Upstream, 
reservoirs are filling with sediment. 
Downstream, where the Snale dumps into 
the Pon of Lewiston, sand is also 
accumulating. 
"Sand is filling in reservoirs at a signifi-
cant rate," Wilson says. "It's become a 
problem." 
Wilson says attempts to dredge the .~and 
out have only resulted in the added 
dilemmas of what to do ..... ith the removed 
sediment. It's also proven to be an expen-
sive. undertaking. 
AnOlher possibility is to build a dam 
upstream from the Port of Lewiston to 
catch the sediment. 
"It sounds patchworky to me," Wilson 
says. "The notion is that either way will 
make a problem." 
Wilson says the purpose of the research 
originally was to make recommendations 
on how the sandbars could be regenerated, 
but now it appears that isn't possible. 
"There are some things that can stop 
the rate of loss, but Idaho Power has 
enough people on their case already. The 
last thing thc), want is someone hassling 
them on sandbars," Wilson says. "There 
are a lot of operation pressures on them, 
My notion is without some mega.la ..... suit 
or legislative things, nothing ..... ill happen. 
It's just a tough situation." 
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Fuhrman says so far Ihe only en-
vironmental regulations placed on the 
dams accommodate smolt runs and 
chinook spawning season. Because an cn-
vironmental impact statement was not 
required al the time of the dam's construc-
tion, no stud), into such effects as the 
diminishing sandbars .... a~ considered. 
David Meyers, manager of environmen-
tal affairs for Idaho Power, says Wilson 
is correct in the fact that little can be done 
to reverse the damage, but says the sand-
bars could become a primary concern if 
cultural and archaeological resources 
known to e .. ;ist along the river are proven 
!O be endangered. 
"Typically it hasn't oc-cn nearly as im-
portant as some of the other issues such 
as wildlife and recreation," Meyers ~ys, 
"but it would depend on [he specific loca-
tion and what kind of archaeological 
resource exists. If there is an effect on 
cultural and archaeological resources, then 
it could become an issue. 
.. It's JUSt one of a whole list of issues 
that are important. You have to look at 
the relative importance of each one and 
somehow consider them all and make a 
judgment. What's good for one is bad for 
another. " 
Wilson says that all sandbars won't be 
totally destroyed as some arc protected 
naturally by rock formations and currents, 
but the widespread reduction and armor-
ing in the past 23 years will certainly repeat 
itself. 0 
Studies 
of 
Another Nature 
From osprey to aquifers, BSU research 
encompasses everythinQ 
on, above and below the earth 
By Bob Evancho & Glenn Oakley 
T he capture is commando-like in exc<:ution. A boat cruises offshore, ilS occupants scanning the trap with binoculars. The 
victim senses trouble as one fool is ensnared. Struggling, it entangles a scconcl foot 
in the monofilament nooses. 
Nancy Erlter watches intC'ntly to make certain the nooses hold and then revs full 
throttle on the outboard, roaring Iowan] shore. 
Just feet away from land the engine is cut and the boat surges ashore, pushed by 
its own wake. People leap from the boat into the water, and take off funning at a 
full clip. Reaching the nest site, a waiting ladder is hoisted and ErttcT charges up the 
rungs, grabs the talons of the struggling osprey. clips il free from the snarl"S and (ar-
ries it down. With its head covered, the osprey quiets and undergoes a series of 
measurements and bandings with lillie resistance. 
Now in her second year of a graduate srudy, ErHer has captured, measured and 
banded some 20 osprey at Ca~ade Resen·oir. 
Osprey , the fiSh -eating raplors noted for their spectacular wat~r dives, h;tve 
dramatically increased in population althe reservoir. Unfonunately, another species 
has experienced a simi lar popu lation e;>.plosion - algae. Excessive nutrients, such as 
cow manure and septic lank runoff. ha .. e combined with the naturally warm waters 
of Cascade Reservoir to produce massive algal blooms during the summer months. 
These blooms may lead to o-.:ygen depletion of the la ke - with the result of large scale 
fish kills. The algal blooms also increase the turbidity, or the murkiness, of the water. 
Decause osprey ha\c a maximum diving depth of one meter. the blooms can effective-
ly hide fish from the hirds. 
Ertler's study is designed to determine the nesting suCCt"ss of osprcy, determine growth 
rates of osprey nestlings. compare hunting success with nesting success, and (valuate 
the ospreys' response to algal blooms and fish die-offs. 
"We really don't have anything to compare our results to," says Eruer. "So the 
study creates a baseline. If we starr to sec a decline in the osprey, then we can corne 
out here and ~ee if it's the change;n water quality or whatever." 
After the osprey adults and young are banded, Weighed and measured , Emer 
monitors the hunting osprey. After a bird males a strike in the water, she motors to 
the spot and measures the clarity of the watcr by lowering a metal disc into the lake. 
The depth at "';'hich the red and white disc disappears from view is the measure of 
turbidity. 
Ertter notes that her study is not simply academic. "The turbidity is a problem that 
people have the power to control," she says. 
Erlter's osprey project is one of the first major studies conducted from Boise Stale's 
Osprey Point research camp on the west side of Cascade Reservoir. 0 Checking an osprey nest 
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Crawfish provide food for thought 
B ob Ellis and Jim Long like a well-fed crawfish. For morc than five years, Ellis, a BSU chemistry professor. and Long, a zoologist 
in the biology depanment, have studied the nutritional requirements of crawfish and 
shrimp. The researchers use crawfish as laboratory substitutes for the more expensive 
and temperamental frcsh .... alcr shrimp. 
Their goal is to dClurnine the ideal crustacean diet - one that produces the greatest 
amount of growth for the least amount of protein. They also afC creating a testing 
procedure that will allow them to predict the results of \-irtually any commercial crusta -
cean diet that aquacuhurists rna)' dream up. 
AquacullurislS want a crustacean feed that funnels all of the expensive protein imo 
growth. Basic energy - for swimming, respiration and basic body maintenance -
should ideally be pro"ided by the cheaper carbohydrates and fats in the feed. 
But how do you know whether a shrimp is using protein or carbohydrate~ to swim? 
Ellis and Long answer this question by injecting radioacth'e protein into crawfish 
and then measuring the carbon dioxide they respirale. The amount of radioactivity 
in the respiraled (IIrbon dioxide is a measure of the protein burned for basic energy. 
They similarly inject radiollctivc carbohydrates and fats and measure the respirated 
carbon dio:\ide. 
"An ideal diet," says Ellis, "would minimize the amount of amino acid (protein) 
burnet! for energy and mllximize the incorporation of amino acid into growth." 
The researcher~ arc examining sc,'cral variables in food usc, such as the difference 
between protein usage in fed ,ersus fasted crawfish. They are also experimeming with 
ailernative forms of protein, such as soybean. The most common aquaculture feeds 
use fish meal for protein. Ho~ever, fish meal is becoming increasingly expensive while 
supplies become increasingly unreliable, says Ellis. 
Ellis and long have been working closely with the Tunison laboratory in Hager-
man, an aquaculture feed site. While the Hagerman Valley remains the single largest 
producer of commercial trout in the United States, some entrepreneurs arc betting that 
Idaho's vast geothermal resources can make the state a major producer of tropical 
shrimp. Regardless of the success of shrimp farming in Idaho, crustacean aquaculture 
is increasing worldwide, most notably in Third World countries. r Ellis and iI crawfish 
Do shrubs help or hurt conifers? 
D o nearby shruhs have an effect on conifer sedling establishment in central Idaho'! Boise State botanist Dotty Douglas hopes [0 corroborate one of three answers 
that have been given to that question, 
During this summer and ne'(t, Douglas plans to collect data 011 Douglas-fir in the 
Boise National Forest to determine whether neighboring vegetation helps, hinders or 
has no effect on the conifer species' growth and regeneration. 
The interaction between conifer and shrub appears to differ in different locations. 
In some ca .. es the shrubs seem to aid the seedlings' growth by slightly reducing soil 
temperature with their shade. Other studies, however, indicate that insufficient ~unlight 
and chemicals the shrubs produce may be detrimental to seedling growth, while still 
other research suggests there is no interaction and neighhoring shrubs make no 
difference. 
Through funding by Ihe National Forest Service, Douglas will conduct fieldwork 
to determine the most accurate of the three theories for central Idaho. She and graduate 
assistant Michael Jones will use two methods. 
"First, we're looking at spatial rclations of the seedlings to see if they were helped 
out by certain shrub species and who tends to be associated with whom," Douglas 
explains. "Second, we're going 10 look at it from an experimental point of view and 
planl some conifer seedlings to see how well they grow and how well they do depen-
ding on how close they are to which shrubs." 
This summer Douglas will locate study sites. Next summer she will collect the data, 
which will continue in subsequent years. 
Douglas says she's intrigued by the new research project. "In the literature I've read, 
there is evidence for all three Iheori~s, she says. "We just don't know which will hold 
true for central Idaho." r Bolanlsl Dotty Douglas 
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Biology profs dig their worll 
I n Ih~ Birds of Prey Natural Area, re~ated range fires threaten to destroy the ecology of the dcS('rt plateau thai fttds the largest concent ration of nesting raptors in North 
America. Returning the area to its former productive condition may hinge on the 
nUlrienu and microbes thaI tUTn inanimate dirt into living soil. 
Two BoiS( Slate biology professors are digging into the issue to karn ho",' fire affects 
the microbes and nutrients of the ground. Marcia Wick low-Howard is studying 
Hsicular-arbuscular mycorrhizae. a soil-dwelling fungi; Robert Rychen is studying 
the nUlrienlS and biomass of the soil. 
During the last decade. morc than half of the sagebrush and .... inlerra! in the natural 
an~a along the Snake RiH:r has been deslro)'cd by wildfire, according to the Bureau 
of Land Management's Mike Pellant. Biologists fear Ihe demise of sagebrush could 
- and perhaps ;llready is - reduci ng the jackrabbit population, and thus Ihc golden 
eagle population which preys on the jackrabbits. 
The BlM, the federal agency which administers the natural area, has begun reseeding 
some of the burned areas "'ith II:rasses , sagebrush and shrubs in an effort to recreate 
Ihe raplor-rich habitat Ihat has disappeared in plumes of gray smoke. 
BUI simply planting seeds in burned ground may not succud if such components 
as mycorrhizac and nutrients such as phosphate, nitrogen and sodium are missing. 
Wicklow-H owaru's alld Rychert's separate bUI complementary studies seck to deter-
mine how' rires of varying iOlens;ty affect these components. 
"No one really knows what happens 10 those paramClers in rangeland fire:: ecology." 
says Rythert. By taking sample soil cores from areas which have sustained range fires 
of "arying intensities, Rychert hopes to track thc changes that occur in the soil. "It 
appears that after a burn there arc mOTe mineral nutrients available," he says. But 
he ca ut ions Ihatlhis is based on a first-year study; conditions could cha nge drasticall)' 
over a period of a few years. 
Rychert will correlate the succession of plants that appear in the burned sites to the 
changes in the soil chemistry, 
Wicklow-Howard's ongoing study at the Birds of Prey Nat ural Area is traCking the 
fungi mycorrhizae rollowin.!! range Jires. These root-dwelling fungI make critical 
minerals. notably phosphorous. available to the plana. 
Normally. the mycorrhizae and their host plants live together in abundant quan-
tily. But when a fire ragn across the desert, the fungi arc frequent ly killed. Her r~arch 
is aimed at increasing the BlM's success in resttding burned areas. 
"From the standpoint of botany_ it 's interesting to know about these things," says 
Wicklow-Howard . From the BLM 's standpoint it is critical 10 know about these things . 
Says thc BlM's Pellant, "A lot of times research is done and you say, 'That's nice. 
but how do ),ou use it1' Marcia's research ha~ definite applications here." 0 Wlcktow-Howard t.ke. dirt sample 
Earth X-rays: Pelton takes charge 
Geology professor Jack Pelton and three graduate students spent last spring exploding underground chargcs east of Boise to generate what Pelton likens to 
an X-ray of Ihe Earth's subsurface. 
The e'(plosi\'e charges create se:itomic waves which arc plolled with recently acquired 
s:late-of-the-art equipment to create a map of the su bsurrace, down 10 2,000 feet. 
Wilh a S230,OOO "rant from the state of Idaho and a SIBI ,442 computer equipment 
grant from AT&T, the geology and geophysics department is mappins the shallow 
subsurface of Ihe Western Snake River Plain . Graduate students Rob Ho\\arth. Mike 
Kleinschmidt and Steve Bunch are working wilh Pelton on the project. The geophysical 
mapping project will be used to guide land development in Ada County (Juch as the 
siting of large structures), and can be used in understanding and managing ground-
Water, reothermal and mineral resources and hazardous waste disposal. 
The equipment and project will also establish BSU as a nationally recognized center 
fo r shallow subsurface geophysical mapping, says Pelton. Geophysical mapping is at-
tractive because it minimizes or replaces the need for expensive drilling programs. 
This geophysical mapping is expected 10 be- used heavily by geotechnical amI en-
\Cironmental consultin.!! firms, construction companies, mining and timber industries, 
waste disposal compa nies, planning boards and federal and state agencies. 0 Geotogist Jeck Pelto., 
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Watching red-tails like a hawk 
B y keeping his eye on the birdies - red-tailed hawks, specifically - BSU biologist Richard McCloskey plans 10 chan the success rate of raplor rehabilitation efforlS 
in southwest Idaho. 
"For a number of years injured raplars or young raptars that fell oul of their nests 
ha\'c been rehabilitated and released into the wild." McCloskey says. "8U1 no one 
has really followed up on those birds once they were released to see if they survived. 
OUf feeling was that we were spending a 101 of lime and money to rehabilitate those 
birds. bUI we didn't know if there was any reproductive success once they were releas-
ed. " 
Tiny transmitters attached 10 thc released hawks are the primary tools in McCloskey's 
work. By electronically tracking thc birds, he not only can determine their whereabouts, 
but their monality rate as well. The transmitters have mortality monitors so if a bird 
dies, the carcass can still be located. 
"Another aspect of the project that no one has looked at is whether the birds that 
were injured incurred lhose injuries because of genetic problems," McCloskey says. 
"Our concern was that we might be releasing genetically inferior birds into the wild 
population. By doing that, some raptor ecologists say we may be doing damage to 
the wild population. What we can do now is determine a couple of things: Once the 
birds arc released, arc they being assimilated into the wild population? And if they 
arc assimilated, are they reproducing?" 
In cooperation with the Bureau of Land Management and the Idaho Fish & Game 
Department and funded by faculty research grants, McCloskey's project began in June 
with the release of the birds. Red-tailed ha ..... ks are being used, he explains, because 
40 to 50 of that species 3re rehabilitated in Idaho per year. 
McCloskey and graduate assistant Alison Beck will morutor the birds in the lQ.county 
area from the ground during field trips. "We're trying to arrange time with recon· 
naissance nights once or twice a week, OJ he adds. "We might be able to arrange 
something with the Bureau of land Management or other agencies that have regular 
nights over the area." 0 BIrds are McClosttey·s focus 
Boring work excites Wood 
A s the southeast section of Boise grows, so docs the demand for water. Unfor· tunately for Boise Water Corp., the groundwater supply in that part of town is 
anything but plentiful. Thut's where BSU geologist Spencer Wood's borehole geophysics 
research comes in. 
"There has always been difficulty finding inexpensive, long-lasting water supplies 
out there," says Wood . "So Boise Water Corp. asked us to put together a picture 
of the grological framework of southeast Boise to give them a better understanding 
of what aquifers they could drill for to use as good, high·production wells for the ex-
pansion of the city." 
Wood and assistant Ed Squires ha've presented that picture with borehole geophysics 
research. "When a well is drilled, \\e take electronic measurements of it," he explains, 
"and that allows Boise Water Corp. to understand what's in the well and ho ..... to con-
struct it as a water production out leI. There are quite a few things that nced to be 
determined. For e:<ample, .. here are the layers from which plentifnl water will now? 
"When a well is drilled, it's not entirely clear what was encountered during (he drilling 
and what the well might contain. With borehole geophysics, we can give Boise Water 
Corp. and the well driller beller information for the final construction phases of the 
well. ,. 
According to Wood, the borehole geophysics re~earch .... il\ accumulate a vast amount 
of geological data about the Earth's shallow subsurface (down to 2,000 feet) in the 
Boise area. "Much of it is information that's never been known before," he adds. 
Wood's research efforts will be enhanced by a highly sophisticated digital borehole 
geophysics system that the university acquired in June. The system has a rield com· 
puter that will interface with a master computer on the BSU campns. 
"The whole system will alia .... people to get very precise information on the upper 
half mile of the Earth's crust," Wood comments. "The instrumentation means we 
will be able to do more and do it more efficiently." 0 Geologist Spencer Wood 
, 
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Back to the basics of basins 
F ieldwork by two BSU geology professors and six students in the moumains of eastern N~vada is producing a "new chapler in the book of W~tern geology," and may 
lead to oil and gas exploration in Nevada and southeastern Idaho. 
Professors Walter Snyder and Claude Spinosa are unraveling the forces and events 
which created huge basins and then rapidly filled them wilh sediment 283 million years 
ago. In the last 200 million years these basins have been lifted and eroded 10 form 
mountains, scattering the clues 10 the geologiC,1.i puzzle across miles of rugged terrain. 
While most of the sedimentary rock from the basins is limestone. Snyder says there 
is day-rich rock interspersed. and this may prove to be samee rock for oil. The 
geologists say resourcC' C'xploration companies are interestC'd in the region. but a lack 
of adequate geologic data hampers the companies' progress. 
"The things we do are precisely what the o il companies need. _ . they need to know 
the gC'ologic history," Snyder says. The geologists hop¢ to work north from Nevada, 
expanding their project into southeastern Idaho, which has similar geologic basin struc-
tures and oil potential. 
The current study, funded by a major grant from the National Science Foundation, 
focuses on the Dry Mountain Trough of eastern Nevada. Working out of remote moun-
tain camps, the geologists are measuring, sampling. describing and mapping the layers 
of exposed rock from the basin. Evcnlually, the work willicad to a computer-simulated 
reconstruction of the creation, filling and lifting of the basin, according to Snyder. 
Also working on the project are graduate students Dora Gallegos, Steve Dobbs, Wang 
Dechin and Eric Henderson, and undergraduate students Sonja Anne Ward and Cliff 
Baines. 0 Walt Snyder and Claude Spinosa 
Hot water put on back burner 
Charles Waag's interest in one of Boise's most unique natural resources has the BSU geologist in hot water - so to speak. 
Since 1984, Waag and fellow geology professor Spencer Wood have monitored the 
geothermal system that heats must of the homes along Warm Springs Avenue and 
5e\'eral public and commercial buildings, including Boise High School and the Veterans 
Administration and Capitol Mall comple.1(es, in the downtown area, 
Currently, the underground system is tapped by the Boise Warm Springs Water 
District, the city's Department of Public Works, the slate's Department of Water 
Resources. the VA hospital and several other smaller users. After formal plans to expand 
the system, which until recently included bringing Boise State on line, were considered 
a few years 3@0, Waag says he and Wood decided it was important 10 determine whether 
the underground hot waler was an inexhaustible energy supply or a limited resource 
that could run out, or at least run low. 
"There were more and more people taking water out of the aquifer. but we really 
didn't have a good estimate of the extent of the resource and the system's viability," 
Waag says. 
Since 1984, Waag and Wood have received funding from the Idaho Water Resources 
Research Institute, the Idaho Department of Water Resources and Boisc State's 
Research Center to@auge the water le \'cl in cenain wells in an effort to determine the 
system'S vitality and regeneration power. 
Their findings? "Move cautiously," Waag advised BSU and other potential geo-
thermal customers. 
"You can look at it like this: The system may be able 10 supply the water, but we 
will have 10 accept levels of drawdown that are quite large," he says. 
The drawdown (a lowering of the water level) in the system's aquifer is largely the 
result of 'A'ithdrawals by users of the system, 
The r('5ult? The re~earch conducted by Waag and Wood was a factor in the state's 
decision to declare the aquifer a groundwater management area, and in Boise State's 
decision to postpone plans to tap the geothermal system. 
The two geologists' work is not complete, however. From now untit May 1989, they 
plan to monitor the system. 
In the interim, they are encouraging expanded studies of the system, especially those 
that emphasize reinjection of the partially spent geothermal waters. 0 Waag monllors underground water 
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Terry Gross 
hosts 
FRESH AIR, 
a national 
radio maga-
zine featur-
ing a lively 
look at the 
arts and con-
temporary 
culture. 
Member-Supported Public Radio 
Summer 1988 
Catch a 
breath of 
FRESH AIR, 
weekdays at 
2 p.m. on 
KBSU 
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Stay 
Tuned! 
Stay TllIled! is KBSU 
radio's quanc.rly 
program guide. 
K.BSU is n member-
supported public 
radio station broad· 
casting at 90.3 PM in 
stereo with 19,100 
waus of power from 
atop Deer Pain( 
Mountain. KBSU 
studios and offices 
are located on the 
campus of Boise 
Stale University. 
BecomeaKBSU 
member and receive 
monthly updates on 
programming and 
station develop-
menlS. Coli/or your 
~mlJf!rship applica-
riontoday! 
(208) 385-3663 
Toll free in 
Idaho: 
1-800-248-KBSU 
In Oregon: 
1-800-548-KBSU 
A one-hour cassette 
or the Vietnam 
documentary 
series., "Portnllit or 
the New Vietnam," 
may be purchased 
through NPR's 
ClSsette Publishing 
Inpartment by 
calling toll-rr~: 
1-800-253-0808. 
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National Public Radio in Vietnam 
by Alex Chadwick 
, 
Of the three of us from National 
Public Radio, only I had served in Vietnam 
as an American soldier. But certainly the 
war had played a big part in the earlier 
lives of my colleagues, producer Art SiI· 
vennan and recording engineer Rawn 
Williams. Like most Americans, they'd 
surrercd their share of anguish about the 
war; we were all eager to see what had 
become of our formcr "enemy." 
Allhough unfamiliar with Vietnam, 
An and Flawn had both traveled in Asia 
and were prepared for a demanding 
joumey. We knew Vielnam suffered real 
poveny. We carried with us ooueries, 
tape, wires, and other supplies. The sturr 
that was available in Vietnam would 
probably be too unreliable for Flawn to 
usc. We didn't cxpecllo be able to reach 
NPR by phonc, though in facl this proved 
relatively easy the one time we wanted to 
file a story. But generally speaking, our 
expectations of discovering a counlt)' 
struggling to survive were fulfilled. 
There were many instances of our 
asking for simple items carried on the brief 
menu at our hotel in Hanoi, only to be told 
the kitchen had run Oul of what we wanlCd. 
Eggs and papaya were always plentiful, 
but other fresh fruit and vegetables were 
nOl Nonetheless, we reali1..ed very well that 
if we couldn't get a varied diet, with a com-
parative fortune in American dollars to 
spend, the ordinary Vietnamese certainly 
faced real hardships. This was the cold and 
rainy season in the northern part of Viet-
nam. It's nOl harsh for anyone used to 
winter in our country; still , there is a chilly, 
penelrnting drizzle a lot of the time. But. al-
mough people everywhere were bundled 
against I.he cold, we never stayed in a 
heaLed building Of even visited one. 
Traveling anywhere was difficult 1k 
roods are very bad in VieLOam, the railroads 
are even worse, and most horrifying of all 
ace the airplanes. They arc old-very old---
Soviet-built passenger jets. An international 
aid worker advised us to Oy Air Vietnam 
only from aiJports in other countries, where 
it was possible for the plane's crew to get 
maintenance parts, or new tires if they were 
nceded. But the realization oceured that 
should nying from point A to point B 
actually be successfully achieved, a return 
night would then become necessary. 
On one occaston, our driver nearly ron 
down a man on a crowded street in Hanoi. 
n.e victim was in his mkl-4Os; hc wore a 
lunic, and there was a ribbon stuck over the 
left breast pocket. where a military man 
might pin a medal. When he saw the 
driver's passcngc~ were Westemc~, his 
fnee twisted in anger, and he shouted thrcalS 
and curses. Except for this incident, we 
found the Vietnamese almost universally 
eager 10 receive us. There simply was no 
widespread, lingering ilI·reeling toward 
Americans. 
Everywhere, people asked if this was 
our first visit to thtir counlt)', a question I 
came to I.hink of as a JX>litc way of asking if 
any of us had parucipated in the war. We 
answered honestly each time the question 
came, nod-although I was at first uneasy 
that my own hislOry of involvement might 
stir rcscmmcnt---if anything, our question-
ers seemed to show me greater kindness. 
There remains tremendous interest. in 
the United States. Radios and tape decks 
NPR's Alex Chadwick among children In Vietnam, 
where he produced a series of special reports. 
carried on the Slreet blast out songs by 
American pop groups. Blue jeans and 
T·shirts carry messages from U.S. 
colleges. or ror soft drinks or beer, or 
some fad popular in me U.S . 
We did encounter Vietnamese 
who were quite unhappy with !heir 
lives. Many of them had had some 
connection to the Uniled States during 
the war, and they said the present 
government holds meir past against 
them. We were told by scverallong-
time observers mat there arc tens of 
thousands of Vietnamese sLiIl trying 
to flee the country, unwilling to wait 
out the clogged process of getLing oc· 
cepled for legal emigrant status. 
These would·be rerugees arc attempt· 
ing to gct out even as formcr refugees. 
most now American citizens. are 
beginning to go back to meir birthland 
as tourists. 
The politkaJ leadership in 
Vietnam today says it is undertaking 
reforms. and that it is once again very 
interested in geuing reacquainted with 
the West. But most expcns think !hat 
Vietnam is rcalisLically years. and 
more probably decades, away from 
any kind of prosperity. Life in the 
country is not easy, and mat's DOl 
about to change. 
Still, a visitor passing through the 
region can sec· lIuu Bangkok. Thai· 
land, for insLance, now looks pretty 
much like any modern, developed 
commercial center. It's full of tall. 
new glass buildings, and ncon lights. 
There arc screaming billboards and 
streets insanely overrun with Ctlts. 
You can probably buy anything you 
want on very short notice; ccrtainly 
lhcre are plenty of hustlers on every 
comer offcring to tempi the Oesh. 
Bul Vietnam, for all its ills, still 
looks like Victnam. It retains its own 
pacing and very coruidcrable charm. 
Even as it turns outward now and 
beckons to the world. its LOUgh and 
determined p::ople will no doubt cling 
to that which they value most: their 
national character, their sense of 
thcmselves as Vietnumese---and thus 
independent and different from every· 
one e lse .• 
II I 
Fresh Air 
with Terry Gross 
1111111 
In the crowded field of talk radio, 
where topics lend toward the trendy 
and superficiality often substitutes for 
skilled interviews, Fresh Air witb 
Terry Gross is rapidly carving out a 
reputation for substance, roginality, 
and wiL 
Fresh Air, public radio's highly 
praised weekday magazine of 
contcmporary culture, is now entering 
ilS second year of distribution by 
NPR. Its lively interviews. reviews. 
and commentaries arc heard week-
days at 2 p.m. on KBSU. With its 
provocativc coverage of popular 
culture as well as fme arts, Fresh Air 
is challenging !.he misulken image of 
public lOIdio as highbrow. 
In !.he past year, Gross has 
encountered a parade of provocative 
guests from the worlds of music, art, 
literature, theaLer, fLim,joumalism, 
and polilics-facing writer John 
Updike and comic Emo Philips with 
equal case. Unlike the quick. glib 
plugfcsts that characterize most "ce-
lebrity interVicws," Gross's probing 
exchanges paint revealing portrnits 
mal entertain as well as infonn. 
Writers like Tom Wolfe and Toni 
Morrison are favored guests, as are 
film directors like Louis Malle and 
Jolm Waters. 
Newcomers also have a place on 
Fresh Air. Says Terry Gross, "We see 
ourselves as scouts, uacking the rea1ly 
interesting people who haven't yet 
made names for themselves." That 
means thot along wi!.h !.he Shirley 
MacLa!nes and Sam Donaldsons, 
Fresh Air will frequently feature 
emerging comics, musicians, and 
novelists. 
"I'm doing what I've been doing 
my whole adult life," says Gross, who 
serves as executive producer for the 
program. "My goal is 10 help that 
~rson tell his or her story, and to 
learn something about them I didn't 
know before." 
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Used Cars: 
Tom and Ray Magliozzi 
drive hard bargains 
on HCar Talk" 
How do you find a good used 
car? "Simple," says Ray Magliozzi. 
"Wait until it's dark, go to a good 
neighborhood, find a car yOll like, 
switch plates, and drive away!" 
Ray cracks up. He and his 
brothec Tom. co-host the popular 
weekly NPR program Car Talk, 
which airs Sunday evenings at 7 on 
KBSU. They arc aucmpting to 
answer a fundamental question !X)sed 
by Car Talk Assistant Producer Doug 
Mayer, following the wcckJy taping of 
the show at WBUR-FM in Boston. 
It's been a good show, and now 
both men are turning their att.c.ntion 1.0 
a question from onc of the lIOOpS: 
Whither used ~? 
"I'd look in the Sunday paper," 
says Tom. ''I'd look in the paper for a 
car sold not by a dealer. but by 
individuals." 
"But you 've gOllO be prepared to 
spend a lot of time researching il.," 
says Ray. "You can'{ buy a car in a 
weekend." 
Tom seems incredulous at Ray's 
suggestion, and brother Ray concedes 
that the transaction can indeed be 
complcLCd in a weekend, but !.hat it's 
highly unlikely that one will fmd the 
ideal car in the first shot. 
How much money should you 
pay? "Well, what's a new car cost?" 
asks Tom. "Twelve, thineen grand? 
You want to spend less than that." 
"If you're like my brother, you 
want to spend twelve, thirteen 
hundred," laughs Ray. More guffaws. 
"Used cars cost $7,500!" "Naw! 
You're crazy," declares Tom. "Used 
cars cost $4,t:XX>." 
"Yeah. And another $3,SOO to fix 
them up," says Ray, only slightly 
sarcastically. 
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The Tappet Brothers, Click and Clack, also known as 
Tom and Ray Magllozzl 
car, and $1,500 to fix it. "If you're 
really cheap, you can get a driveable 
and safe used car for 4 ,()(x) bucks, but 
probably nOlless." 
And never believe used car 
salesmen, adds Ray. '""They lie to 
you!" 
"When you buy from an individ-
ual, you can tell if somone's been a 
car abuser. I mean, would you want 
to buy a used sports car from some 
kid who's 23 years old and probably 
beat it into the ground?" 
But doesn't a dealer give you a 
warranty or a guarantee? 
"Not always," says Ray. "In 
some states there's a law which 
allows dealers to sell cars in 'as is' 
condition, which means caveat 
emptor. So have it checked out 
before you buy il In focI.., have your 
mechanic suggest a car to you, 
something that he likes to work on 
and is familiar with. If you've been 
going to the same guy for IS years to 
service your Oldsmobile, and you're 
going to buy a 5ubaru now, and he 
doesn't work on Subarus, then you 
a Subaru!" 
Tom suggests, thoughtfully, that 
maybe one should find a new me-
chanic. 
So is buying a used car still a 
good idea? "Yes," says Tom fumly. 
"Unless you've really got money. 
But if you're uying to save money, 
you should always buy a used car. It 
can never cost you less 1.0 buy a new 
car." 
"But," says Ray. "then you'll 
never know the excitement of 
smelling the new car smell, of making 
those paymeOls 1.0 the bank every 
month, or of fighting with the service 
manager over something you think 
needs fixing for nothing! And 
besides, if there arcn't more people 
out there buying new cars, where do 
all those used cars come from that 
we're suggesting people bUY?" 
"Gee," replies. Tom. "r never 
thought of that." 
"So buy new! Go for it!" says 
Ray. "So is that it? Can we go home 
now?" 
Certainly. And, one would hope, 
in a used car. From a good 
II 
youcanue, 
fearuring local, _, and interna-
tiona1 news and information. Produced. 
in coopetaticn willl National Public 
Radio, KBSU', Morning _ rea-
_locaIandregionalnews, broadcast 
live from KBSU', studios. (6-9 a.m., 
Mon.-Fri.) 
Moroillg Passages: Classi<a! music 
for die weekday lifestyle. Listen at 
home. in the office or on the mad. Karl, 
Haas begins: wilh his "Adventures in I 
Good Music" at 9 a.m. Bob EdI COnlin- ! 
nes with dte Treasure Valley's only , 
morning clalioical progcam_ (9 a.m,-
noon, Mon.-Fri.) 
~w1th KalO _1_;': EaclI 
weekday. Kale brings you music that is : 
.... '" pmvido, pleasant a=mpani- i 
menttoyouralie.moonactivities, Write ~ 
her with your classical music requests. i 
(,.,...-2 p.m.. Mon.-Fri.) 
Fresh Air: Host Terry Grt5 inter~ 
views the most interesting people in the 
world or arts and entertainment every 
weebIay, Tw1ein forthelalcl! book 
and music reviews. combined with a 
first loot at tm afternoon's news. Its 
ballltaking! (2-3 p.nt., MllIl,-Fri.) 
Ra<!w R_ At long last (and by 
popular demlllld), DIck Estell reads 
newlY published _ covering the 
gamut from ..... Is. blmry. hwnor, 
science rlCti~ and autobiographies. 
\3-3:30 p,m. MllIl.-Fri,) 
MOlliw'Radio: National and intema- : 
tiona! new, f10m the staff oC Ihe Chris- i 
tirmScienceMoniJoroewspapet. Ot.tch 
_ the daily and _<I,d editions_ 
(3:30-4 p.m., Mm.-Pri; 6-7 a.m., Sun.) 
All ThIIlgs Conalde ..... : Award·win-
ning progmn of news. intcrvie:W8. and 
specialfeouttes gives you, head Slllrt 
on the evening netWS.. Now with re- : 
gional news updates! 4~5:30 p.rn .. 
Moo.-Fri; 6-7 p.rn" Sa!. & Sun,) 
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Busbies5 Update: BosllttSS news for 
everyone. If you invest your money in 
die stock market. or spend it in the 
supermarket, IUne in for die lateSt news 
alxiut business and cmsumer issues. 
Listen each afternoon for closing 
quotes 00 stocks of regional interest. 
(5:50-6 a.m" 5:30-6 p.rn .. Mon,-Fri.) 
C.meo Coacm: Dinnertime classics 
hostedbyRichKlcinfeiL Everyday, a 
different artist or ensemble is fe!ltUled 
: in a cameo performance. {6-7 p.m.. 
! Moo-Fri.} 
, UBC Radio Newsreel: The moot re.. 
spected news gathering orgllJlization in 
the world brings you a quatter ""'" of 
inJemalionaJ reportS from its OWll cor~ 
, responde .... (7-7:15 p.rn .. Mm,-Frl.) 
, 
i Blue: Monday: Blues y<)U can use as 
: yoo finish off tI1at first day of !he 
, _week. (10 p.m,·2 a.m .. Mon_) 
Edges: Tho outer realm of mosie. and 
!hen a tiUle furth .... A KBSU_on 
continuestobea Treasure Valley fl1vor~ 
ltc, (10 p.m •• 2 a.m., Tues.) I Mutant Pop: The most al1.emstive 
music in Boise.loinMarklia.Jt,bdand 
Tim Tale Cor the best in independent 
and experimental music on the cutting 
edgeoC root. (10 p.m.-2 .a,m., Wed.) 
Plodd Dri .. : WIlh Arthur BaiInger_ 
An ~ musical offering fea1ur-
ing a Y9rled speclfUm of jazz. blues, and 
ftlsIon. (10 p.m.-2 a.m., Til .... ) 
RoclroIogy: A hlstIJricallook back at 
roc:kandroll. ¥ou·Uh .... alIlhe_t-
est music from '!he late '60s It) the early 
'l!OrI (10 p.m.-2 a.m., FrI.) 
Dawn Flight: Also with Arthur Balin· 
gee. Always an uplifting mix of lOOt, 
jazz. and Ill"",. wilil, _Iandlng 
planned 00 !he itinenuy. (Z-{;a.m .. SaL) 
Ja2'2with La%! jfl%.1plusasubdeblend 
: oC blues and ooft root. A ., 
Il_ , 
NPR's Marlka Partridge stops at nothing 
to get a story edited for broadcast 
Private Idaho: IT variety is the spice of 
life, then this is ooe spicy meatball! 
VicLQr Pacania for a s(XK1tancous 
of musical styles, from folk to 
fusion, rock to reggae. new age to new 
. It's music you want to hear, now 
in its tenth year. (10 a.m.-2 p.m., Sat.) 
Stage: Live performances 
storytelling, poetry, and a bil of 
Icr,eati" lightning. (2-4 p.m., Sat.) 
Evening: Noah Adams and 
perform live from the World 
in downLown S1. Paul. The 
a new I1"adition in family 
Sat.) 
Evening Passages: Our program fca-
lures both progressive and traditional 
jazz. What's more, it's live! (7:15-10 
p.m., Moo-Fri.) 
Sound Print: Highly produced docu-
mentaries from the American Publie 
Radio Network. (5:30-6 p.m., Sat.) 
A Prairie Home Companion: Family 
radio at its best. Join Garrison Keillor 
foc music and "the news from Lake 
Wobcgon, Minn." (7-9 p.m., Sat) 
Fos..<;i1 Flashbacks: The rock and roll 
of the '50s and the '60s (9-10 p.m., SaL) 
Saturday Night Blues: Four hours of 
the finest in blues, from Son House to 
Johnny Winter. (10 p.m.-2 a.m., Sat.) 
The Left Hand or Dawn: Whether 
you're a Sunday morning early bird, or 
a Saturday night owl, David McElwain 
brings you his music to accompany 
yourdawnmg thoughL~. (2-6a.m., Sun.) 
Weekend Edition: News, interviews, 
and fcatures hosted by Susan Stamburg. 
Listen while you're making brcakfastor 
reading the paper. (7-9 a.m., Sun.) 
The New York Philharmonic Or-
chestra: Just the right prelude to 
KBSU's Sunday Concert Hall. Great 
performances by a great orchestra. (9-
II a.m., Sun.) 
The KDSU Sunday Conent Hall: 
Seven hours of your favorite classical 
music. Another Treasure Valley tradi-
tion on KBSU. (11 a.m.-6 p.m., Sun.) 
Car Talk: The wackiest, most infor-
mative call-in show for car reJXlir in the 
country! Hosted by Tom and Ray 
Magliozzi, otherwise known as "Click" 
and "Clack." (7-8 p.m., Sun.) 
Quirksand Quarks: From black holes 
to acid rain, from the physies of hair 
spray to a new laser for birthmark re-
moval, from cancer to AIDS, host Jay 
Ingram goes to great lengths to make 
technical topics fun to liSlCn to. And, 
ycs folks, Jay has a master's degree ... 
in microbiology; Dr. Science, eat your 
hean out! (8-9 p.m., Sun.) 
New Dimensions: Inuiguing inter-
views with a focus on self-actualiza-
tion. (9-10 p.m., Sun.) 
Dlue-s Deluxe: A closer look at the best 
in traditional and contemporary blues, 
including an entire album every week. 
(10 p.m.-2 a.m., Sun.) 
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" we mean the world to you. 
Morning Edition, 
All Things Considered, and Weekend Edition 
The intelligent, insightful news programs that make sense of the 
day's events. Twice a day, for millions of 
people, National Public Radio means 
more than the news, it means the world. 
NATIONAL PUBLIC f/A[)/O NEWS 
* 
Beaver leads alumni 
Bob Beaver, prinCipal at Campus 
Elementary School in Boise, was selected 
this spring as president 01 the BSU Alum-
ni Association for the 1988-89 academic 
year 
The association includes more Ihan 
35,000 alumni and provides a variety of 
social. academic, political and fund-raising 
support services to the university. 
Beaver, who received a bachelor's degree in education from 
BSC in 1969 and a master's in 1971, has served on the alumni 
board of directors for seven years. He has been with the Boise 
school system since 1969. 
The new president says this will be a year when the Alumni 
Association improves many of its existing programs and lakes 
an active role In fostering growth al BSU. 
"We plan to Improve our aHinity card program, increase 
membership, support the university's plan for building growth 
and increase suppon of the Blue Thunder Marching Band," he 
says, 
Beaver says the association must become more in ..... ol ..... oo in 
political Issues, especially those thai relate to funding of higher 
education. Unity among all Idaho alumni associations will be 
especially Imponant this year, he explains. 
"I think the alumni associations are working very closely 
together, , . we have common goals as far as Ihe univerSity 
system is concerned, If we start fighting among each other we're 
defeating our purpose, Once you start polarizing universities or 
different parts of the stale, no one is going to work very closely 
to help us out." 
Beaver will be one of the alumni and university presidents 
traveling the state In late October to conducl a senes of town 
meetings about higher education and Its needs, 
"The Alumni Association has to become a force that increases 
awareness of what IS happening at the university, and that helps 
the general public get behind the university," he says, 
Other officers elected to the BSU Alumni Association include: 
Carol Hoidal, consultant, first vice president: Mark Lliteras, 
First Security Bank, second vice president: June Pugrud, 
Washington Federal Savings, secretary: Booker Brown, 
Morrison-Knudsen, treasurer; and Connie Bunch, educator, ex-
officio director, 
Those on the Board of Directors include: 
Mike Bessent and Tom Blaine, Albertson's; Paula Forney, 
Events Unlimited; Jeanne Lundell, Lady Green Thumb; Mike 
Miller, First Security Bank; Wayne Mittleider, Idaho Housing 
Agency; Jolene Ogden, Boise Podiatry Clinic; Ray Oldham, First 
Interstate Bank; Galen Schuler, Idaho Department 01 Commerce; 
Patrick Sullivan, office of Sen. James McClure; and Odette 
Sutton, First Interstate Bank. 
Reception opens season 
The annual pre-game (BSU vs, Sam Houston State) cham-
pagne recept ion is scheduled lor Saturday, Sept. 10, at 5 p,m, 
prior to the Sam Houston Slate-BSU game on the terrace of the 
United First Financial Center, located on Broadway Avenue 
across from Bronco Stadium, 
The annual event, which kicks off the first home football game, 
is sponsored by the BSU Alumni Association, Alumni, students, 
boosters and friends of BSU are welcome. D 
~~, .. 
19505 
Donald Maypole fAA, '54) 
received a federal FulbTlght 
award to sarl/e as a drug 
abuse prellentlon consultant 
to the Ministry of Heallh In 
Qatar, Eastern Arabia, 
19705 
Jean M, Kateley (MA, '72) 
accepted a poSition as assis-
tant professor, school of 
education, department of 
special education at Western 
illinOIS UnIversity In Macomb, 
'" RObyn Metz Riggers (8M, 
'76) is leaching piano and 
keyboard harmony at 
Treasure Valley Community 
College. 
Frank Ireton (MA, earth 
science, '77) was Idaho's red-
plent of the 1987 Presidential 
Award for Excellence In 
Science and MathematiCS 
Teachmg He regularty 
teaches at Mountain Home 
AFB Junior High School but 
currently has an American 
Geotoglcal Instttute Fellowship 
m Washington , D,C 
Michael Klappenbach 
(BBA, finance, '7B) has 
opened a new business in 
Boise called Factfinders, 
which offers chents factual 
library research on any topic 
Richard A. Young (MA, 
education, '78) is employed 
with Ihe Boise Art Museum a~ 
curator of education, His 
duties include development 
for Visual arts educational pro 
grams Including classes, 
workshops , lecture series and 
seminars at the museum. 
Jonl Fleenor (bUSiness/real 
estate, '79) fOined the Idaho 
Falls olllce of InlerWest MOf!-
gage as assistant vice presi-
dent and branch manager. 
1980s 
Darrell A, Gustaveson (BA , 
economics, '80) was promoted 
to assistant manager of the 
Ontario, Ore., branch of U,S, 
Bank, 
Ann F. Harringan ('80) was 
selected as Idaho's nominee 
for the Christa McAuliffe 
Fellowship. Harrlngan is a 
b!otogy teacher at North 
JunIor High School in Boise. 
Karen E, Meyers Johnson 
(AS, nurSing, '82) received a 
master of public health 
degree in community health 
from the school of public 
health at the University of 
Texas Health SCience Center 
at Houston 
Stuart N, Summers (BBA, 
management, '63) was pro-
moted to regional marketing 
mandger for Johnson & Sons 
in California, 
Marc Schaffner (BBA, 
management, '84) was named 
an account executive in the 
retail advertlsmg department 
of the Coeur d'Alene Press in 
Coeur d·Alene, 
Tracie M, Summer (BBA, 
finance, -64) is employed as a 
medical sales representative 
lor Abbott labs, a pharma· 
ceutical company in Laguna 
Niguel. Calif, 
Joel Boaz (BS, anthro-
pology. '84) received a 
Fulbright award to work at a 
museum in Norway. Boaz is 
also a Ph,D, candidate at the 
UnIversity of Wisconsin, 
Madison. 
Jane S. Wassmuth (BS, 
'84) was selected as a 
delegate for the first United 
States People to People 
Fitness, Delegation to the 
Peoples Republic 01 ChIna. 
She is currently the physical 
fitness coordinator lor 
Wackenhut Services, Inc_ for 
the Department of Energy, 
Strategic Petroleum Reserve 
PrOject m New Or1eans. 
Russell Beams (BBA, 
finance, '85) is an insurance 
adjuster WIth GAB Business 
SeNices, Inc, in Twin Falls 
Jay Pickell (Iheatre arts, 
'85) recently guest-starred in 
ABC's Vlelnam-based series 
ChinS BeaCh, 
Dale Hasenoehrl (SA, 
social work. 'B6) was named 
the Region II Rehabilifation-of-
the-Year bv the Idaho Division 
" 
Sixties 
grads gather 
The '808_ Who CII" forget thai watershed decade .... 
brought us Vietnam. the e.etlel and RIChard Ntxon1 E¥en 
BoiM State dtdn'l escape the tumuH; the IChooI wens 
through rapid growth thl1 W8I reftected in two name 
cMnget. Now the ct ..... of the '801 can gat IOgIther and 
remlniKe during • reunIOn ICheduied lor ttornecc:IrI*Ig 
..... Fridly and s.turday. Oct. 28 and 21 .. BStJ. Tho_ .... _ ..... bog .. _._n_ 
, ...... "11 III. 1oIyaIica. at .... Red Uon __ ... Ffidor· 
SalUf'dlly's ICheduIe 6ndudM • campus lOur, .... .. 
"WOOd', Largest Tdglte Party," and 1M Nevada-FIeno .. 
----. Aegiwli lIttOn lor lhe reunion ewnlll Is $20 per .,.... ... football tlCkeIi ar. S11 HCh. For more Information and II) 
meke reHl'Vat6onl. contact Kerin Woodworth of the aaJ 
Alumni AHocIalion at 385-1859 
Alumni who know 01 fetlow alumni not on the _~ 
non'. maUtng lilt .r. "10 _ad to conlKl WoodwcwII 
.... ,_Ionn 
IIJCIIISC t-. •• ,_ .... _ 
Name __ 
"*"---
_Name 
Spouee'.'" (It MII"J ____ Spouee', c-. "':' __ _ 
--C ... _______ .... __ ZlP __ _ 
_______ .. S20 per petton .. ___ _ 
FooIbIIIl tICkets ____ 0 $11 p" betel 
Total amount .. IC _____ _ 
Mell chectt and ~ralltln farm to: 
8SU Alumni omc.. lSI10 UniYeftlty Ort¥e. &atM. 10 I372S 
of VcaIIor.-l ReMbitIation. 
IIIUnoehri Is • vocadoMI 
~ cou""" In 
0nIfin0. 
_M._tll8A. 
........ iiQ. '81) II tMCNnG 
IRIIUtinQ end ~"'O .. 
1M College aI Southern IdU\o 
In TWIn F .... 
bItay e. F......., (SA. 
m.atr. arts, '88) has been 
named director 01 1M Salmon 
RIVer Ptayhouae in Salmon 
Greg 0ust8fe0n (BA. com-
muniCatiOn, '88) " • Ipom. 
wrtter for the Coeur d'A»n. 
Press In Coeur d'AJ.ne. 
DorMn J . Tu,.w (SA. 
lOCi" weB, '86) fK81ved a 
mast ... of social won-: "-9"" 
from the UnlYM'lity of Denver 
She Is a CltnicaI SODa! worker 
in rt'Ie DIalysIS (Anl8t' 81 AMI 
Presbyter..., Denver Hospital. 
SO 
...... -.-. 
.,.,.".., 'II) II • pRJJWIJ 
d ........ ." ..... 
IIIIUIWICe CompIny In 
'' __ .01lI0. 
.w, eoo_.-. _ 
tItd\Ie ~.... _ 
al1endIng law IChaaI lit 
Concord, N H. 
a.y L .... CBBA. ...... 
tion _. '1111"_ 
tor lhe credit: departnWll 01 
Bankcard s.mc:. aI Moen 
Financial In Ontaino. Ore. 
!"IM E ........ (hiIIory. 
'87) was dIoMn .. ON 01 
eight guardlrr\en from 
throughout the United _ 
M 1987 OutIdandIng GuIfdI. 
men of ItIe Yeas. Hellwig 
- ........ --and wtetem Ci¥Iization at 
Nampa High School. 
_ .... (BA._ 
Alum puts the 
OO)J~~~ 
on light 
By Glenn Oakley 
B emard Yurke and Richard Slusher figured out a way 10 squeeze the noise out of light. As Yurke, a lormer Boise Stale student, and Slusher eKplained in the May 1988 cover story 01 
Scientific American, if's done with mirrors. And laser beams, 
sodium chambers and incredibly precise equipment. 
But wait. What is this about squeezing light? As the 
authors, both researchers at Bell Laboratories in New Jersey, 
explain in their article, "the quantum theory states that any 
light must be accompanied by a certain minimum amount 
01 fluctuation, which limits the fundamental precision of 
observations carried out with light beams .... A beam of light 
consists 01 an oscillating electromagnetic l ield. In the world 
view 01 classical physics, the oscillations of the field can be 
pictured as a smooth wave, whose shape can be described 
with absolute certainty. According to the quantum-
mechanical uncertainty principle, however, such certainty is 
unattainable; the besl one can say is that the wave's shape 
fits within a particular 'envelope' of uncertainty. That uncer-
tainty is manifested as noise: small random fluctuations in 
the electromagnetic field." 
Quantum mechanics quickly begins to sound like Zen Buddhism. but it is very real and very applicable to 
_.·1111 ........ 
...... ID" unwer.ny 01 
CIIoe., .. Boukter's gradual' 
IIfOII'M'IIn M:ICiIII conflict Shf 
_ ...... dtd • INCh ng 
, .11llNp lor one ~ In 
.. ~',~y 
......". .. 
MIn D. I,chln (MS, food 
_.'1111_""",, 
-.c IrAlnIng .. For1 Dill N.J. 
-,_'BB'. 
.ccouMIng, '87) i8 employed 
....... ..,dItor With Arthur 
Andaften & Co In Cal tom.a 
_ Connolly tBB'. 
8COCIUnting. '87} '1 emp60yed 
will Coopeq Ilybrand. an 
~ firm In Bolte 
.. awtIon (MPA, publiC 
IIdmIntllrlltion. '87) has been 
tnd • 1M prlnopaI of 
AnricM Felli High SchOol. 
IOIIIIIoaury (BS. infOrma 
............. '811 .. .... 
... P'OV''''''' IDr III .. . 
Packard In 0Ngan. 
... .-_(CC 
.Muatnal mKI'IIIb. '17) .. 
employed by ... NaburJf' 
GI'MIl GIant Co. in BuhI •• 
mechanic Mel aupeNIIGr 
T1rnottIy IttOw .. (BA. ... 
'87) oomplMed WI armor 
oftIcer bu6c c:ourte .. fie 
u.S. Army Armor School In 
Fort Knox. Ky_ 
JIIf'MtI l . ........ (BS. 
cnminal justICe. '87) II -.. 
Ing the University oIldiho 1ft 
school 
RoM .... TDIOdIII (8BA. 
InlofmabOn saenot. "87) ill 
employed Wlih U_S w.t 
CommunlCatlc:lM In Denwr In 
Its radIO ~II. 0IfIIIf 
au ... E ..... (8FA, .. 
arta, '87) II aliCUlJ*W .. 
modern technology. Yur~e, a Boise native who spent two 
years at Boise State College in the early 1970s, says 
squeezed light has potential applications in increasing the 
precision and efficiency of short-distance telecommunica· 
tions, optical computing, and even digital compact disc 
players . Basic research will also benefit. 
As the authors note in their article, " Noise also limits the 
precision of spectroscopy, in which the frequency and inten· 
sity of the radiation emitted by atoms or molecules yield in· 
formation about their properties. Squeezed light provides a 
way around some of these limits." 
Yurke, who earned his Ph.D. from Cornell, says he began 
experiments with squeezing microwave frequencies in 
December 1982 when he joined Bell Labs. In 1983 he says 
he "struck up a collaboration " with Slusher, who was already 
working on squeezing light . "In 1985 we reported our sue· 
cess, " he says, adding that they have spent the last few years 
Whtleroc:k Sludio in Matthews. 
N.C. 
ScotI fIon.nc:. (BBA, InIOf-
metlOn science, '87) is 
empfoyed with Micron 
T ecnnoiogy .1 • computer 
programmer in Soise. 
Terry Fdl (BBA, manage. 
ment. '81) Is woridng II 
Micron Tectmo.ogv in Botse. 
__ IB8A. 
accounting, '87) received the 
Elijah Witts Setts Award for 
the highest 9'"_ on the 
November Unifann CPA exam 
In kSaho. She is emplOyed 
with Stranon, Teutsd"t and 
HaRts, Certified Public 
Accounlants in Solse. 
liMY Pirrone! (BaA. c0m-
puter Inlormallon soenc., '87) 
is woriting as a software sup-
pon representative fof Alct. 
Corporation In Seanle. 
Jim HudMn (SA, com-
muntcettonfEngiiSh '86) is 
compIeti,. a muter's degr .. 
In publte: IIdmlntsttatlOn lit 
Valdosta State Co8ege, 
Valdosta, Ga. Hit wtfe, Shonm (IIu __ • 
IBS . ... ,.1CoI ....... 
tionIcoaching '87) ia leaChing 
inlheV ..... ., ... 
Weddings 
YIckI ....... and Jim KaIefI' 
(W .... ,_) Fob. 13 
SUsan N. WOlle and Sleven 
J. ~)Feb. " 
Kelly RDberts and MicNill 
Carter (BoiM) Feb. V 
GrflQOfY s.ndmev-' and 
Martha ...... (BoiSfI) 
MatCh " 
Paul "'- and Ka1h .... 
Yurke, above, co-authored a squeezed light 
article that appeared in Scientific American 
and received attention in AT&T"s PROTO 
magazine . 
Bell laboratories photo and graphic 
"working out the bugs in the process." 
The apparatus for squeezin9 light involves a cavity with 
mirrors on both ends. A laser beam is directed through a 
chamber of sodium gas which has been placed in the center 
of the cavity. The laser beam is reflected back on itself by 
a mirror to form a second standing wave . 
This wave causes rapid variations in the optical properties of the sod ium which in turn alters the original standing 
wave from the laser beam . The result is some of the waves 
resonating in the cavity are amplified and others are reduced . 
The effect is to squeeze the light - increasing the noise in 
some parts of the light, but decreasing the noise in other 
parts. 
Yurke says he is now working on squeezing the thermal 
noise out of microwaves, the project he started before join· 
ing Slusher on light squeezing . 0 
Conklin (San Lake City) 
Marc:h19 
Georv- II. Totorta and Ie_ M. AtcIIr.aMI (BoIM) 
March 19 
David A. Hall anct Cynthia 
J.~(BoM.)M~19 
DoMId E. __ and 
CarolIne _ IBolIO) 
M ....... 
DtiIIen 8. LeIMMn and 
Natal .. Pru.a (BoiIe) March 
.. 
Tony ........ and Slephantt 
-I ..... )..".· 
..,A. _and 
Aietaerd Panurl (Redmond, 
Wash.) April 18 
Stephen NaraI &nO ..... 
SouthwIcIc (Arizon~ April 18 
Keith &aunwaldar and 
~1~(~)May7 
........ CogcIII and ChriS 
JeMan (Pingree) May 21 
.11m Hudeon and SNiron 
Mulberry. June 20. 1987. 
Nancy J. Wilper and 
ChWIn B. T.e ... (Boise) Ma~ 
21 
o..tha 
Glendon W. Wilaon (BBA, 
m8lketing. '81) 52, died April 
2<1. W11sOfl worked as a train· 
ing specialist fol the Idaho 
T~ljon Department 
belOfe his death . 
Nlcko6a .. Nk:k .... Nelaon 
(MA, readino, '00) 47, died 
May 14. Nelson taught 
Engtish tor m0f8 tn an 20 
years 81 junior and sltrllor 
htgh I5Choots in kjaho, 
Washington, Oregon. Califor-
nia. and Soulh Carolina. 
" 
BSU athletes set their sights on Seoul 
The Olympics. ThaI's the dream of most amateur athletes around the world. And at least two Boise State track standouts will reaiize that dream this September at the 1988 
Summer Games in Seoul, South Korea. 
Four other track athletes from BSU could qualify for thc Sum-
mer Games; unfortunately all four are long shots - two because 
of injuries and Ihe olher twO because of st iff competition in their 
events. 
As of press time. high jumper Troy Kemp and sprinter Itai 
1Il0Ul, both members of the 1988 Bronco men'~ track team, made 
the Olympic squads of their native countries. 
Kemp. a four-time AII·American at BSU. will compete for the 
Bahama~. Kemp captured the Big Sky high jump championship 
in 1987 and 1988 and was a lop-three fini sher in the NCAA meet 
the last two years. His personal b~st is 7·6V~. Kemp. who con· 
duded his senior season this past spring, jumped 7·5 to qualify 
for the Bahamian nationaltearn. He also took second in the 1987 
Pan American Games and 12th place in the world champion-
ships last summer in Rome. 
lIIOUl, a sophomore. will compel~ for his native Israel in the 
I()().meler dash. iUouz holds th~ israt'li national mark in the event 
with a time of 10.52, which ht' set at the Bob Gibb Meet in Boise 
earlier this year. 
Other BSU athlett's with chances to make the trip to Seoul are 
triple jumper Wend~1I Lawrence, discus thrower Steve Muse. 
heptathlete Crystal Young. and former Bronco high jumper Jake 
Jacoby. 
Lawrence, a three· time All·American and the 1988 Big Sky 
champion in the triple jump, failed to make the Bahamian team, 
but was named an alternate. If one of the Bahamas' triple 
jumpers can't make the trip to Seou\' Lawrence, who also con· 
eluded his track career at BSU this past spring. could still sec 
his Olympic dream fulfilled. 
Muse, Young and Jacoby must make the U.S. team at the 
Olympic Trials in Indianapolis July 15·23 in order to make the 
tr ip to Seoul. 
Muse, a three·lim~ All· American -
twice in the shot put and once in the discu .. 
- suffered a brok~n bone in his right 
(throwing) wrist during the outdoor track 
season and didn't have the cast removed 
until June. 
Young, who completed her junior year 
at BSU. finished second in the heptathlon 
at this year 's NCAA mett to become Boi~ 
Stat~'s first NCAA Division I AII·America 
female athlete. With her runner·up effort. 
Young qualified for the Olympic Trials. 
Currently, the Walnut, Calif.. native is 
ranked ninth in the nation. Thre~ hept· 
alhletes and one alternate will make the 
trip to Seoul. 
Like Muse, Jacoby is coming off an in· 
jury that could hurt'his chances to make 
the U.S. team. Jacoby , thc 1984 NCAA 
high jump champ, pullct.l a hamstring this 
past winter and has been slow to recovcr. 
His best high jump is 7·7, which is cur· 
rentJy sixth best in the nation . 0 
" 
Israeli sprinter lIai Iliouz, above, hopes to hit Seoul In stride whife 
Bahamian high jumper Troy Kemp. below. bends over backward to 
clear the bar. Both BSU athletes will represent their homeland in 
September's Summer Olympic Games. Ma ... Wibbels photo. 
Park 
(Continued from Page 33) 
resources. "I don't know why we have 
that responsibility," he remarks. "It's like 
telling everybody where your favorite 
fishing hole is. Pretty soon it can't be 
enjoyed by anyone." 
Currently managed by the U.S. Forest 
Service. the Sawtooth area, which was 
designated a national recreation area 
(NRA) in 1972, would be placed under the 
auspices of the National Park Service if 
it becomes a national park. That would be 
another mistake, Noh contends. "The 
Park Service is primarily and historically 
oriented toward single use [recreation]," 
he says. "There are all kinds of implica-
tions that flow from that in terms of 
range, timber and wildlife management. 
These are the sort of things that basically 
are not a strong aspect of Park Service 
management. " 
Noh, a Republican from Kimberly, says 
the Park Service does "a very good job 
managing large amounts of people." but 
doesn't function in the best interest of 
mining, logging, grazing and agriculture. 
Furthermore, he notes that some hunting, 
off -road vehicle and outfitters and guides 
groups also oppose Park Service manage-
ment of the backwoods. "I've received 
very strong comments in favor of Forest 
Service management as opposed to Park 
Service management from outfitters and 
guides in the Jackson, Wyo .• area," Noh 
says. "They talked about the extreme dif-
ficulty in attempting to take people into 
the backcountry under National Park 
Service management." 
Conversely. the Forest Service's 
management performance in the SNRA 
has not received rave reviews. In fact, 
Craig says that complaints regarding the 
service's handling of the area, such as 
unkempt campgrounds and inadequate 
trail maintenance. were among the reasons 
for the formation of the advisory board. 
"Since (the Sawtooths] became an NRA 
and while I have been over there, I have 
sensed that I could see ... a progressive 
degradation of some of the resource, what 
appeared to be a product of mismanage-
ment," he states. "It is interesting that my 
interest in the area and the formation of 
this (advisory] group and the intensity with 
which I focused on the area has caused 
some things to happen already." 
One of the "things" to which Craig refers was an internal management audit that the Forest Service re-
cently conducted in the Intermountain 
West region. The congressman says he 
does not believe it was "a unique coin-
cidence" that the Forest Service should 
"all of a sudden" carry out an in-house 
audit. "To their credit they have come out 
exposing some of their scabs and some of 
their wounds and have said very honestly 
that they do have problems, and that those 
problems are, in part, a product of 
management and resource - budget 
resource primarily," Craig says. 
According to Ed Waldapfel, public in-
formation officer for the Sawtooth 
National Forest, the Forest Service con-
ducts management reviews each year on 
various subjects such as grazing, fisheries 
and NRAs. "The fact is, preparations for 
the scheduling of the national recreation 
area reviews here in the Intermountain 
region took place as early as December 
1985," he remarks. 
Waldapfel says the Forest Service 
welcomes input from groups such as 
Craig's committee. "We're not satisfied 
with where we feel we need to be," he 
adds, "and the whole purpose of that [in-
ternal] review is to take a look at what we 
have done and what we need to improve. 
Those management reviews that we con-
duct are very critical; we are our own 
worst critic and our report certainly 
reflects that." 
Freemuth says there is a conceptual as 
well as a management problem created by 
the Forest Service's administrative role in 
the SNRA. "If the area has special 
qualities related to recreation, visitors and 
so on, why does the Forest Service manage 
it?" he asks. "If the Forest Service does 
manage it, why not give the Forest Service 
management control of all the national 
parks?" 
It's apparent the Sawtooth issue is a 
matter of importance to many Idahoans. 
It's equally evident that spokesmen such 
as Noh and Freemuth who present their 
sides with intelligence and conviction have 
the state's best intentions at heart. Maybe 
that is why neither side can win - or 
lose. 0 
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M.il '"' CORRESPONDENCE STUDY 
in Idaho 
University of Idaho campus 
Moscow, ID 83843 
(208) 885-6641 
---------------------------------' 
Birds and Bullets 
11,1 .1nhn H. .... l'i".( 
/'rr:~iut'm, H(ll~t' St.1lt' Url/lersir,l' 
Clln~cn .ltll,n or exploitation'! That dichotomy ha_~ been a ~'on~la]]t them\.' in Arncri.:an histOT). \\ hen the 5pccific ,~ .. uc i~ more c0mplex than the observer'~ mind, or when 
(licit' 3rc pTcL-on.::eived political or t'\:onomic conclu~inns. the 
~l)llIlion can bL' ('o\'er~jlllpliried ami tl~[ruc(h'¢. 
Unfl1r1ufl4ud)', the de\-eloping di'\Cu ... ~ion nel\\et'n tllO~C people 
Ll'lh.:crnt.'d aboullhc raplar population in th" Snake Ri\('r Bird, 
of Prey area \nuTh of B()i~c and those nilh inler~ls in military 
traming. cspe-ciall)' the more effc(1i<.c u~e of lanks by the 
National Guard at Gowen Fidd uppermo\[ in mind, ha~ o\cr-
IOn ... ~ or :\n \lnnt'cc<,sary altercation. 
Properly managL-d and malluaincd, the land can \upport bOlh 
l'ir<h and bulklS. " ha\ fur many deead~. The de~ir.: of Ihe 
military 10 in..:rt'a~e II) aet i vitie~ IS important Il) the Ma le's 
o;."I:nJlorn\- GiHn th.:ir pro\imity 10 Ih.: World Center for Bird~ 
of Pr..:.,.. in Uoi~, hov.en~r, those aeri,ilie~ al~o increa~.: the 
likelihood Lhat Ihe Pentagon or Ihe Sierra Club will nep in 
pr~m:lIurely and Ulcrea~e I'rustr:\Iion. 
1'1."\lli\,e re\Olulion rcqllire~ goodwill. great allemion 10 delail 
tI} Iho~ nhhl knowll.'dl!;.tble, ma'\imum OI1·~ile leadershill. errC('-
tive de~'i~ion m;lling b) all in\'ohed parlies and a commilffio.:-nl 
to rerpelUal monitoring and study. 
One lIlodel fl)f ~Iudy and de~'i~ion-nlaking i~ that u~cd by the 
Boi~~' rUtUfl' Foundation. It is ba~cd on the concept of carrying 
capacity, and ~urely c\crvone wi!] admit that the land in ques-
tion ha~ 3, point llf maximum usa~e. The proper people, expcrt~ 
reJlre~enring major interested parti.:~ . .... hile granting the 
[lrooominllncc l'f the Bureau of Land " I:magement and the 
'\I3ti(ll1al Guard. c(luld form a Ia:hm..:al a~~e~~menl commiH~ 
to c..Ir3w" .. arrying capacil:r line. Iflhe committee produce-J 1\\0 
tim'" al leaq 1111: area of difference could be i$olated and soIu-
liom sought 10 specific prol;llerm bcl'o\-cen the line~. 
Thl!; IYjlf of (ooJ)«alively produ.::ai ,tudy ~I!er informs 
da:i~ion·milkCT\, Prcmalure de..i~iom or independem m~L~tiga­
lions conducted b~ oPP(l>;ill8 ~itles will be routinely rejccted by 
Ihe OIher ;InJ prejudiCe's will nelcr be reasonably addrc,scd. 
,\mong Ilther lopic~, Ihis approach w{luld encoura!!e Ihe 
militan to speak to whether or nOllhey are cmplo~ing maximum 
m.: of ~imulation-trainin[l ttthniQue~, doscJ)' rdated to modern 
\Iarfare and nllt o\enly destructive to the environment. The 
puhlic ha~ a tellitimate posilive' inter~t in both. The approach 
Ilould rre~el1llhe comer\lation forccs 1\llh an opporlunil}, and 
an ohligation to pul;lH,h just how their ~itmllion i~ improving 
(J1 deteriornting (wer tIlTIC. 
Simultaneously, Ihe public ..:ould weigh the economic and Ihe 
cll\ironmental co~t~ and participate, in an infllrrned fa~hi{l!l. in 
a di\ctJ~~ion ahoUl an area thai ha, bo.',m (If j.:ro;:at long·standing 
..:on~-ern III them 
To the credit of all parties. c{lminuir.2. bUI informal. dis.cu~­
,ion~ hale bct:n ~oing IlJl for yt'ar\ among Irul~· caring people 
J n (1rdcr tCllecr 1 he dt"..:i~ions \\ he! e tt,c~- should be, lhl!"'C dio,.:u .... 
~Ion' ,hlluld Ix- formalized and produce writlen. monilt'red 
r ..... ulu. 
80i~ Slah! Univer~il\" h;" a real inl':U)1 in twlh Ih.: bird .. and 
the bulklS. I h.: uniwT,>ily claims ,omc ..:r~·dit fllT brinFing Ihe 
WIlTIJ (enter for Oillh of Pr~)' I{' 8oist' ami admits 10 a gn'al 
ucal of pride in ils Tarlor bi('logy program_ BSU is al.,o the (lnl~ 
(ampu~ "r,h an Arm\" Research ImlilUtc in re,idence, which 
fOl:us<s on improved military training methods. or cour~c. v.e 
clrc: I·er)' proud of the GOllen Field Education Cent(T and the 
fine rd.llion~hip "e ha\'e Ihen:. 
The uni\'e~IIY can, and .. hould, provide an objectiv.: forum 
for i'~ue~ ~u..:h a, bird~ and bulkl", funheT. Ihe unil,.a .. il)" h'l\ 
Ihe capa.:il), 10 estabh,h a dedicat.:d laboratory f{lr use by all 
intcrc~lcd panks to \tud~ and 10 monitor the en,ironmcntal 
~iluation in the !"uture. The university clm supply _,mdcnh from 
it~ own ((Inks. or encourage student~ from around the nation 
10 h~i~t in ongoing observation and ~tlh:J ... ·. 
Thl.'re i~ a natum! inter.: ... ' in e'\panding the universi'y'~ library 
and dC:leloprng it ~·omputeriled data base available to all c('n· 
.:cmed with the area now under debatc 1"0 ~'ompile the dala ba~. 
Mude'nt~ w,)uld be il1\ol\ed \\llh Ihe Arm} Reo;carch In~ti\llle, 
and perhap!> Ihe ROTC. a!> 'Adl a~ wilh the biolol!Y depanml'nt 
The uni\enit) realile~ that il is nOI in Ihe dtci~ion-making line 
in roann') of ultimate importan~'C 10 the BUTeau of land ~lana8e· 
mem or the Guard. but il i~ the uni\·er~llv·~ function to cdu.::ale 
and 10 inform e\'"~one. 
II is rair to say Ihal the inlere~1 of the public i) in accom-
moo81ing halh tlird~ and bulle(~. It is in n(l onc·s int.:restto hsl'c 
the ~'t'mbol of an e\lim:t raplor on a miliulrl ~houlder pal.:h. 
or 10 ~hut 1.1011 n a milildfl operation, (lr limit its effc.:tivcnC:S5 
becIlU~C (If uninformed l;liases. 
A rca~oncd approao.:h will nOI 1:1 thal happen if wc provide 
a ,tru.::lUre within Ilhi.::h il can he c\en;i§ed. 
~lte noise State 
UHiversitll']ollHdatiol1, 1 He. 
Committed to Providing 
Opportunities for Excellence 
Through Private Support 
Send your tax-dcductible: contribution to: 
The BSU Foundation. 1910 Univenity Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725 
wilh this ~~I~ designed Brooco Alhlelic Assoc~lion MasielCard. 
Bocause each lime you do, !he Associalion rereives funds equal 10 a I"rcenlage of your purchase amount In 
addition, a portion of !he cards annual fee will be aulomalically donaloo fNff'I year to !he Athletic Assoc~tion . 
While supporting Boise Slale Alhletics, you'll rereive these unique be,..fits: 
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Bronco Athletic Association 
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Alumni Office 
Boise Slale University 
1910 University Drive 
Boise, Idaho 83725 
8CCl 9'21·l101 
Address Correction Requested 
• Low competitive inlerest rale. 
• l'INolving Ii,.. of credil - $500 10 $5,IXXl- worldwide. 
• Rental car discounts. 
• Free convenier<:e creeks for easy access 10 your 
creditli,.. . 
• Cash advances al all Av.ard- autonnaloo leller machines 
including !he 0,.. on !he BSU campus. 
Even if you alrmdy have a 
MaslerCard, support !he Brooco 
Athlelic Association by applying 
for this ~ial card loda,I 
O YESI ' - 10 Ipply 10< ,,"'5 spec~11 ilesigned .....". an! 1ukIr'''9' cr •• lil" ,," 01 • l inl .. ohI tuft! ~ In n:,.e all oAr'II'l:tooe ~
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